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ABSTRACT

Within the general framework of a generative transformational

grammar, this dissertation examines the interaction of information

structure (i .e. given and new information) with syntactic structures

in Hokkien. Evidence is given to show that it is advantageous to con

sider Hokkien as a topic-prominent language and to assume that every

sentence is underlyingly (though not neces~ari ly superficially) a

topic-comment structure--an analysis that is more suitable for Hokkien

than the traditional S~NP VP analysis. In conjunction with this,

a number of object-initial constructions are examined and are found to

be informationally conditioned, requiring the initial noun phrase to be

given information. In contrast to these are passive constructions

where the initiol noun phrases are logical objects which can be either

definite or indefinite. These are not informationally constrained but

rather they are semantically constrained, requiring the initial noun

phrases to be Patients.

With respect to syntactic structure, we argue that there is an

important dichotomy in Hokkien--a dichotomy between Indicative mood

sentences and Injunctive mood sentences. Injunctive mood sentences are

subjectless structures which are restricted as to verb type, aspect,

type of negation, time reference and complementizers. Indicative mood

sentences are much freer in these respects. Where Injunctive mo~d sen

tences require zero pronominal ization in subj~ct position, Indicatives
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require lexical proforms. Semantically, Injunctive mood sentences

represent only actions and the actions are always unrealized.

In short, this dissertation demonstrates that two kinds of pheno

mena are involved in Hokkien structure, the first being information

structure and the second, sentence mood.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Goals of Present Study

The goal of this dissertation is to study some aspects of the

syntax of Hulhua Hokkien1 dialect spoken on the island of Penang in

Malaysia. First, we will look at its syntax from the point of view of

how information is structured in the language. We want to demonstrate

th~t a consideration of information structure with its related notions

concerning information status (the given versus the new) in its deep

structure is useful for a greater understanding of the system of sen

tence construction in the language. In the past, grammatical analyses

have largely been of the formal syntactic type and have not taken into

consideration any correlation of syntactic forms with information

structure. However, the domain of a strictly formal syntactic grammar

is limited. Such an approach deals with sentences generated in isola

tion, with the result that it has made it difficult to deal with

languages that are topic-prominent.

In the case of HUlhua Hokkien (henceforth Hokkien), if one

attempts to write a grammar of Hokkien without any consideration of

information structure, one would not get an adequate understanding of

certain syntactic processes like pronominalization, or why certain noun

phrases are chosen to be topics and others are not. However, if we

incorporate information structure, many of these structures used by the

speaker to communicate are motivated, for they include the knowledge
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he and his addressee share concerning the information he is

communicating. In this regard, we will focus on some object-initial

constructions that are informationally conditioned.

The second notion not incorporated in grammatical analyses is the

notion of mood, that is, the contrast in sentences which reflect dif

ferent representations according to real ity.

The layout of the study is as follows. In Chapter II, we argue

that Hokkien is a topic-prominent language, showing from examples that

this is indeed a val id claim. The notions of topic, topic-prominence,

and their related properties are also discussed. Notions like focus

and focussed elements are also part of the discussion. It wi II be

shown that the basic division of a sentence into its two constituents

topic and comment is rather insightful. The interaction of information

structure with the topic-comment structure is also explored.

In Chapter I I I, we discuss the role of information structure in a

group of constructions which have their object noun phrases in sentence

initial position. The object-initial constructions that are discussed

include the ~-constructions, the non-~-constructions, and the ka

constructions, all of which are topic-comment structures. Another

group of constructions--the passives--seemsto be related to these

object-initial constructions, in that their initial noun phrases are

also logical objects. However, their logical objects do not correspond

to grammatical objects as those in the other three constructions do.

While the ~-, non-~-, and ka-constructions are clearly dependent on

informational factors, the passives seem not to be informationally

constrained, which suggests that what at one time may have been
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topic-comment constructions have been reanalyzed, as the informational

constraints have been weakened.

In Chapter IV, we examine an important distinction in sentence

type--that involving the two major mood types that are found to be sig

nificant in Hokkien--(l) Indicatives and (2) lnj unc t lve s , We will

present data of embedded Indicatives and Injunctives, showing how they

are differentiated syntactically. Various syntactic phenomena such as

the status of embedded subject noun phrases, predicate types allowed

for one but not the other, aspect, negation, time reference, and the

use of complementizers are examined and found to be relevant in sup-

porting the dichotomy between the two sentence moods. Most of these

properties are also exhibited in their main clause counterparts.

1•1 The Hokk ien Language2

Hokkien is a name for a group of Chinese dialects belonging to the

branch of the Min language. Min dialects are divided into Nan II southll

and Bei Ilnorthll.3 The dialect we will study falls within the Nan

group, which is also referred to as Ban-I~m-u~ IISouthern Min languagell.

We shall refer to the southern Min languages as Hokkien and its differ

ent varieties as dialects (for example, Arnoy dialect, Hulhua dialect,

and so forth).

The Hokkien language shows variations from one locality to

another, not only in China, but also in countries in Southeast Asia,

as wil I be dealt with in the following sections. Different varieties

of Hokkien are spoken in the following geographical areas: 4
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1. The southeastern part of Hokkien (Fukien) province. This province

is in the south of China and it borders the coast. It stretches

for approximately 320 miles as the crow fl ies. It was from the

southern part of this province that Hokkien speakers began to

emigrate to the island of Formosa and to Southeast Asia in the

latter part of the seventeenth century.5

2. The eastern tip of Kwangtung province known as Tioqciu6 with the

port of Swatow as its I inguistic center.

3. The province of Taiwan (Formosa), an island with a population of

about 15 mill ion people. I t directly faces Hokkien province,

being separated from it by a stretch of sea about 125 miles wide.

4. The island of Hainan. Although the dialects spoken in this island

are linguistically classified as belonging to the Southern Min

group of languages, th~y are largely unintelligible to non-

Hainanese speakers and vice versa. As a result of immigration,

Hainanese speakers are also found in Malaysia and Thailand in

fairly significant numbers.

5. Southeast Asian countries, which include Malaysia, Singapore,

Indonesia, the Phil ippines, Thailand, Burma, Laos, The Khmer

Republic, and Vietnam.

1.1.1 Hokkien Dialect Variation in China?

There is a great deal of variation from one dialect to another--

variation that came about by virtue of the speakers' concentration in

one locality or another. Dialects get their names from the places

where they are widely spoken. Towns and cities are the centers for
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trade and other social activities, and because of their importance, the

speech of the people in a particular town, if it diverges considerably

from that of the next town, would tend to be referred to as such-and

such a town1s Hokkien. Some of the Hokkien dialects are the HaThua

dialect, Amo~ dialect, Engcun dialect, and Tangua dialect. AI I these

varieties are spoken in the respective towns or ports and their vicin

ity. Douglas (1899), in an Appendix to his dictionary, gave an account

of some of the phonological and tonal distinctions between the main

Hokkien dialects in the Hokkien province, namely Ciangciu, Cuanciu,

Tangua,-and Amoy. (The spellings used by Douglas are Chang-chew,

Chin-chew, Tung-an for the first three dialects mentioned in the pre

vious sentence.) Similar differences are found in Taiwan and Southeast

Asia.

1.1.2 Hokkien Dialect Variation in Malaysia and Singapore8

Since Malaysia and Singapore are two countries closest to the

experience of the writer, we shall make a few comments about the dia

lect variations there.

Chinese immigration into southeast Asian countries was not system

atically curtailed or checked until after the second world war. It is

not surprising that, with immigration occurring as recently as fifty

years ago, Hokkien speakers should still adhere to their practice of

referring to their variety of Hokkien by the name of the town in China

where they or their ancestors came from. First-generation Chinese

immigrants in Malaysia and Singapore over sixty years of age identify

their dialects as Amoy, Ciangciu, Cuanciu, Engcun, or HulHUa and so on.
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The differences between one variety and another stem from the places of

origin of the dialect speakers or their ancestors who settled in these

countries. If the immigrants were from the Ciangciu area of Hokkien

province, they and their descendants would speak the Ciangciu dialect,

as is the case in Penang. There are speakers of other Hokkien dialects

in Penang, but because the dominant 9 group is Ciangciu, other speakers

tend to adjust their speech to conform to Ciangciu. 10

With the passage of time, local varieties have emerged. The ten-

dency to give names for the different dialect groups is shown among the

younger generation of Hokkien speakers in Malaysia and Singapore--

speakers who are not aware of the historical connections of their dia-

lects with towns and ports in Hokkien province. Hence have emerged

names such as "Singapore Hokk len" and "Penang Hokkienl ,11 among

Malaysians and Singaporeans.

1.1.3 Some Syntactic and Lexical Variations

Little work has been done so far in the area of dialect variation.

Studies have concentrated on the most obvious areas of phonology and

vocabulary. Most of the studies have highlighted regular sound corres-

pondences (Medhurst 1832; Douglas 1899; Bodman 1958). A thorough survey

of phonological and dialect study done on Hokkien is found in Tay

(1968) where she refers to the most significant works in the

Introduction.

Studies on variations in Hokkien dialects written in English are

b D I ( 1899) ' f h' Ad' 12 I' dat est cursory. oug as , In two 0 IS ppen Ices, i s t e a

series of tone variations and regular sound correspondences among three
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major Hokkien dialects, namely Arnoy, Ciangciu (Chang-chew), and

Cuanciu (Chin-chew). Bodman (1958) likewise I isted sound variations

among these three different varieties of the Hokkien language and

included three others, name Engcun (Ieng-chun), Tangua (Tang-ua:),

and Tioqciu (Swatow).

Bodman (1958) claimed that II ••• there are very few differences in

basic grammatical structure." This may be true on a superficial level

though the claim seems not to be based on any detailed grammatical

study of the different Hokkien dialects. As more studies are done,

they wi II doubtless reveal grammatical variation of which we are pre-

sently unaware. For example, Li IS (1979) study on Taiwanese modality

has revealed some aspects of the variety of Hokkien spoken in southern

Taiwan that appear different from the Huihua Hokkien dialect. For

example, some of the modals in Taiwanese differ semantically (or per

haps pragmatically) from those in Huihua Hokkien. Take the modal ~i

'want I. Li assi gns it the mean ing of "must!' or "have to" wi th the

impl ication that it has "inescapable constraint or obI igation". But in----_...

HuThua, ai just means "want to", Another modal is the Taiwanese

kam-thang. This expression is used as a question tag. But the form is

unintell igible to a Hcrlhua speaker. One of the many ways to form ques-

tions is to use the question marker bo which always appears in sentence

final position in Huihua Hokkien. Li (1979) also uses the sentence

final question marker b6 for other examples, ~.g. sentence (1):



1. In thang kah Ian
they allow with us

cho-hoe
together

khi
go

boo
Q-marker

8

IICan they go wi th US?I'

(Li, p. 2-35, sentence 104)

Li considers thang and e-sai 'be allowed to l , as synonymous, relegating

thang to informal use and ~-s~i to formal. However, the two modals are

used differently in Huihua, depending on what the speaker wants to

convey. In sentence (2):

2. In
they

... ".e-sal
allowed

l~n
us

co-hoe
together

khl
go

b'" ?o.
Q-marker

"Are they allowed to go with US?'I

where e-s~i 'to be allowed to l is used, the speaker is waiting for the

addressee to grant permission to travel together. The decision rests

completely on the addressee. in the case of (1) with thang, there is

implied a meaning of the possibil ity of some inconvenience to the

speaker and his party, should they be allowed to join them. Will the

party suffer any ill effects because of them?

Another difference, either syntactic or pragmatic, is in the use

of the modal tioq 'mus t ' (t t t s t loh) . t l ' s sentence quoted as (3)

below:

3. Chit-kha sion

this (unit) trunk
tioh

should
."gla

take
chhut
out

,
khi
go

khah ho.
more good

lilt is better for this trunk to be taken out."

(Li 1979:2-45, sentence 121)
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would be unacceptable to speakers of Hulhua in Penang. Li claims that

in (3) the I' ... speaker hints that the agent should remove the trunk

(or box) to get the best advantage. Yet there is no obligation for the

agent to do SO.I' Contrary to this is the use of the modal tioq 'must '

in HUlhua, where the modal means "must" with the semantic reading of

"obl igation". The modal tioq Imust' cannot co-occur with the expres

sion khaq he I more good' which makes a request sound less like an

order. As sentence (3) has both the modal ti~q and a moderating

expression, the sentence would seem contradictory to a Huihua speaker.

In Huihua speech, the following two expressions can be found:

4.
1\ _

Ci t-kha
this CL

~N

SIU

box
ti~q

must

.,;
gla
take

chut
out

...
khi. (An order)
go

"This trunk must be taken out."

5. '" -Ci t-kha
this CL

sTu
box

(ka' - T) gia
PTM - 3 p.p take

khl
go

hd.
good

lilt is better to take this trunk out."

Dialect variation in Southeast Asian countries has an added dimen-

sion to it to which the dialects in China are not exposed. In the

Southeast Asian context, local varieties have sprung up, influenced by

the languages of the countries to which Hokkien speakers have moved.

Taking Malaysia again as an example, we see speakers of Hokkien brought

closer together (within a town or city) with speakers of other Chinese

language groups such as Cantonese (Vue group), Hakka, Mandarin (taught

mainly in the schools), whereas in China the language groups were
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separated by hundreds of miles. Speakers of Hulhua in Penang are also

exposed to English and Malay, and the influence from these two lan

guages is by no means insignificant, especially with respect to loan

words.

1.1.4 The Data

The data for this study was obtained from various sources. Most

of it is based on the writer's idiolect but it includes a set of five

hours of sermons on tape, sermons given by the writer's father, some

taped conversations he had with family members and friends who spoke

the same dialect, and observations made of the speech of HU1HUa dialect

speakers from Penang who were students at the University of Hawaii or

participants in East West Cente·r programs (1975-1981).

As far as possible, I have tried to cite the forms and construc

tions from the HUlhua dialect. However, because of the general use

made of Penang Hokkien and its popularity in the island of Penang (as

well as the' northern part of Peninsular Malaysia), I may unwittingly

have cited examples which do not belong to the Hulhua dialect. Should

such examples creep into this study, it will only go to show the

changes that are gradually taking place to cause dialect variations in

the Hokkien language. At this point, I must say that the dialect now

under study is, under very broad terms, the Hulhua Hokkien dialect

spoken in Penang.
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1.1., Phonology and Orthography

A brief summary of the phonology of Hulhua is needed to explain

the spell ing system used in this study.

1.1.5.1 Vowe Is

There are altogether nine vowels, six of them oral vowels and three

nasal ones, as shown in Figure 1:13

Front Back
,.,

High i u

Mid e 0

N
o :>

Low a a

Figure 1:
",\.-I AJ_

Huihua Vowel Chart

(IPA Symbols)

These vowels are similar to the set that is found in the Arnoy dialect

(Sung, 1974:14; Brosnahan, 1972:16) except for the addition of the

cardinal vowel [~] in HuThua and its corresponding nasal ized segment

and the absence of nasal ized mid front vowel [e]. The high vowels Iii

and lui become gl ides before any of the vowels that can occur with

them. The vowels that can occur with Iii and lui are those that have

the opposite feature to the frontness or backness of Iii and lui

respectively. The vowel Iii becomes a gl ide before back vowels lui,

10/, and I~/; and lui becomes a glide before the front vowels Iii and

lei. The vowel lal also provides the environment for Iii and lui to
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become glides, indicating that it could be treated as having features

of frontness and backness.

Following natural tendencies, vowels are raised or lowered in the

course of speech depending on the conditioning environment. In the

environment of back segments, Iii tends to be pronounced [1] but other

wise it is [i]. Similarly, for low vowels like lal, a fronted

environment (e.g. alveolar segments) tends to raise them.

Nasal ized vowels are common in the Hulhua dialect. A vowel takes

on nasality by virtue of the fact that it is preceded by a nasal.

However, there are other cases where no nasal segment is present syn

chronically. In such cases, the qual ity of nasal ity is probably a

reI ic of nasal segments which once occurred in the environment of such

vowels. The nasal segments had nasal ized the vowels and then the con

ditioning environment had been lost, leaving only the nasal ized vowels

as evidence of the presence of nasal segments at an earlier stage of

the language. Of all the vowels listed, two front dnes and a back one

have nasalized counterparts, namely Iii, lal, and ~/.

1.1.5.2 Consonants

There are seventeen consonants in Huihua. They are shown in

the consonant chart in Figure 2:
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Bllab ia I Alveolar Veldi Glottal

Stops (V1. unaspirated) p t k 1

(Vl. aspirated) h t h kh
P

(Vo iced) b g

Fricatives (Vl . ) s h

Affricates (Vl. unasp i rated) ts

(Vl. aspi rated) tsh

Lateral

Nasal m n

Figure 2: HUlhua Consonant Chart (IPA Symbols)

Except for the glottal stop, which occurs only in syllable final posi

tion, all the consonants listed here can occur in syllable initial

position. However, not all of these can occur in the final position

in a syllable. The ones that do are the voiceless unaspirated stops

and the nasals. In addition to the consonant segments giv~n here,

there are also the syllabic bilabial and velar nasals which carry tone

as well. The dental affricates [tsl, [ts h] and the alveolar affricates

[tf], [tJh] are in complementary distribution. Before a high front

vowel, it is a dental affricate, but before a back vowel, the affricate

becomes alveolar in point of articulation. The grapheme {cJ is used to

represent dental and alveolar affricates. Some examples are given in

the list following:



Broad Phonetic
Transcription Spelling Meaning

[tsin] cin 'very'

[tshin] chin 'close relationship'

[tJ uri] " 'ship'cun

[tJ0]
... 'make'co

[tJ ~] co' 'great grandparent'

[tJ hun] chun 'left over'

[tJh~] cho· I v inegar '

1.1.5.3 Tones

Tone is phonemic in the language. Pitch is only relative. The'

five tones are as follows:

14

Tone
Description Graph Pitch Marks Word Meaning

Mid level -I 33: kC5 'older brother'

Low rising A 13 : ./ k6 'entangled in an affair'

High level , 55: A ~ 'stem'

Mid falling ~ 31 : \ ko I report on someone'

Low level J 11 : ...., ko 'ro II'

In syllables ending with ~nvoiced stops and the glottal stop, both the

high and low tones have a higher pitch. The syllable is short and

abrupt as the final stop cuts short the syllable. The following two

words are examples:

,ciSq 'borrow'

cioq 'marble'
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In this study, the tones indicated are basic tones and tone marks are

placed above the syllables.

1.1.5.4 The Orthography

For the most part, the orthography adopted in this study is that

used by Bodman (1955, 1958) with a few changes. The vowels are repre-

sented by the same symbols, with the exception of I~I which, in Bodman,

was represented as {oJ. He treated the Amoy 101 as a diphthong [ou],

not a clear vowel. In order to facilitate typing, I~I is represented

by the grapheme {o'l (as used in Li, 1979), to distinguish it from the

oral vowel 101 which from my observation of Hulhua is not a diphthong

but a clear vowel /01. A nasal ized vowel or a sequence of nasa! ized

vowels is indicated by a tilde N above the vowel. (Bodman uses a

colon: after a vowel to indicate nasal ity.) .Vowels that occur after

nasal segments take on a nasal quality; becuase this is a predictable

occurrence, nasal ity will not be marked in such environments, as

exempl ified in the following:

[m~j'] I scold ' is written as ma

[no'] "two' is writen as no'

[~TJ 'obstinate ' is written as ng1

As for the consonants, the affricate [ts] and rtf] are represented by

one symbol, tc}. Only a single symbol is necessary as the two sounds

are in complementary distribution. The velar nasal I~I is represented

by the sequence {ng1, again to facilitate typing, and syllabic nasals
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are unmarked for syllabicity. The glottal stop is represented by the

grapheme {q J. Finally, for practical purposes again, aspiration is

indicated by the grapheme th} , although it is also used to represent

the velar fricative which occurs as a distinct phoneme elsewhere.

1.2 Studies in the Sy~tax of the Hokkien Language14

There has been I ittle work publ ished on Hokkien--especially

Hokkien syntax. Most of the meager collection of studies made on the

language so far have dealt with its phonology, at least for dialects

like Amoy (Medhurst, 1832; Douglas, 1899; Barclay, 1923; Campbell,

1913; Bodman, 1955, 1958; Sung, 1974) and Eng-chun (Tay 1968).

Outside the province of Hokkien, efforts have been made to record

the different varieties of the Hokkien language spoken. These records

have taken the form of pedagogical materials. 15 Apart from one peda

gogical work by Bodman (1955, 1958), all other pedagogical materials

have been produced in Taiwan, aimed at increasing I iteracy among

Tarwanese-speaking people there. Included in these pedagogical mate

rials are outl ines of the phonology of the dialects described.

Bodman1s two volumes are written in a Malaysian context. They are

based on the Arnoy dialect as spoken in Malaysia. The volumes contain

thirty lessons designed to give speech practice. Grammar points

incidental to the structures illustrated are given in structural terms.

Almost all work on Chinese syntax (written in Engl ish) has been

on Mandarin Chinese. Very little interest was shown in other Chinese

languages until recently. Egerod (1967) gives an outl ine description

of the phonology, vocabulary, and grammar of the eight major dialect 16
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groups--Pe i, Wu, Hs iang, Kan, Hakka, Yueh, Min Nan, and Min Pei . But

this work is just a summary. The descriptions for each dialect provide

the barest information. The section on Southern Min shares the same

limitations as the treatment of all the other language groups, that is,

the lack of detailed discussion of its syntax. Examples to illustrate

grammatical pecul iarities are lacking. For instance, he mentions that

II restricted modifiers following adjectives (meaning 've ry '} are

often reduplicated or riming ... ", but he leaves it to the imagination

of the reader to figure out what he means. No examples are given.

Likewise he states that II the construction ladjective-classifier-

noun ' is used with adjectives designating 'big' and "sma l l t ;!' This is

correct but incomplete. He leaves out "numerals" which also enter

into that type of construction. Again a person could be misled into

thinking that there is only one construction for the comparative notion

of "A is ... er than B". In short then, though Egerod's work points

out some major features of the language, it is far too skimpy in detail

and examples to give much idea of the language.

Brosnahanls (1972) study of interrogative structures in the Arnoy

dialect is based on the generative-transformational model of Chomsky's

Aspects (1965). In this study, Brosnahan proposes a set of base rules

for Arnoy structures and discusses transformational rules applicable to

Question formation. She argues that there is no Question movement in

the language and derives all questions from a constituent dominating

WH and bound by Q. This piece of work provides a minimum of examples

to illustrate five different types of questions in Arnoy, namely the

intonation question, the particle question, the tag question, the
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choice question, and the WH question. A detailed set of base rules and

a I imited lexicon generate the deep structures underlying questions in

Arnoy and a set of T-rulesprovides the means for the derivation of their

surface structures. Insofar as it is a descript ion of quest ions and

question formation based on the generative-transformational model of

language, the study does credit to the rigorous application of the set

of rules posited, keeping within the confines of the aim and purpose of

the study.

In another piece of work on interrogatives (Cheng, 1975),

Taiwanese sentence-final question particles come under scrutiny. This

study investigates the synchronic semantic and syntactic features of

these particles and discusses their possible diachronic development.

It postulates a tendency for speakers of Taiwanese to adopt a general

question particle such as bo (a monosyllabic, sentence-final, and

modal ity-neutral particle) in place of a number of question particles

that are polysyllabic, split, predicate-initial, and modal ity-specific.

Whereas Brosnahan's study covers all interrogative structures in

Arnoy, Cheng's deals exclusively with sentence-final question particles.

These particles, which Brosnahan calls "tags", characterize particle

questions in the study (Brosnahan, 1975:104-107). In Cheng's study,

semantic considerations are taken into account and the study examines

the question particles in detail, claiming that they fall into two

groups, namely assertive and non-assertive. Presupposition of a view

or statement already expressed is stated to be the hallmark of the

assertive type. Cheng also claims that the assumed or presupposed fact

or statement takes the assertive question particle.
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Chen (1972) discusses the various uses of ho' in Taiwanese, demon

strating its use as (1) main verb, (2) dative preposition, and (3)

agentive preposition. The paper follows Fillmore's (1968) case frame-

work very closely, ignoring such phenomena as negation and modal ity.

Of direct concern to the thrust of our present study are three quite

questionable claims made in Chen's paper. First, Chen claimed that ho'

" •.. has an idiosyncratic property which does not allow 0 (dative) to

appear as subject or topic" (1968:5). In fact, ho' does not restrict

o to non-subject or non-topic position, as sentence (6) shows, where 0

is the topic.

6. 1\
Gua,
I

i ho'
3 p, p give

cTt-kl ke-thGi.
one-CL chicken-thigh

"As for me, he gave a chicken thigh."

Secondly, although aware of the existence of subjectless sen-

tences, the writer chooses to ignore such sentences, claiming instead

that" •.• every Ta iwanese sentence has a surface subject. II (Chen,

1972:29)

Thirdly, Chen claimed that II ••• in normal cases, A (Agentive) is

unmarked for subject choice." Passive sentences are treated as marked,

with the Objective case selected to occupy the subject position. We

maintain that sentences in Hulhua are better analyzed as Topic-Comment

constructions, in which case passive sentences are structures having a

Patient NP functioning as the grammatical subject in the sentence.

See Appendix A for a discussion on passives.
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Of particLllar interest to our present study are a number of

studies dealing with topic prominence in Mandarin Chinese--[Householder

and Cheng (1967), Tai (1973), and Huang (1973)]. Describing the syntax

of Mandarin Chinese from the point of view of information structure is

a fairly recent development--one that began in the seventies. Previous

to this, Chao (1968:67-104) had described Mandarin Chinese from a more

traditional taxonomic approach. He discusses the notions of topic and

comment (though he uses the terms subject and predicate respectively

throughout). But it was Li and Thompson (1974) who demonstrated with

ample evidence that Mandarin Chinese can be more insightfully described

by considering the notion of topic rather than subject to be basic.

Our present study makes the same claim.

1.3 Theoretical Assumptions

In this study, we will assume the general framework described in

Chomsky's Aspects (1965), as well as the Logical Structure Hypothesis

proposed in Gundel (1974).

1.3.1 Assumption 1: Deep and Surface Structures

We assume that every sentence has two major levels of structure-

a surface structure and an abstract underlying structure. We believe

that we can get a better insight into general izations about language if

we analyze a sentence as having these two major levels of representa

tion. The underlying structure is derived by means of a set of phrase

structure rules and draws upon the lexicon for its lexical items. It

represents the basic meaning for the sentence. The surface structure
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is derived from the underlyi~g structure by a series of transformation-

al rules. We argue that the underlying or deep structure should

include markings of informational status. Such informational status

includes the notions given and~, notions which will be discussed in

Chapter I I.

1.3.2 Assumption 2: The Logical Structure Hypothesis

The Logical Structure Hypothesis allows a sentence to be analyzed

as (]):

7. S

This hypothesis originated with Gundel (1974) who used the termto

reflect the need to incorporate semantics in the deep structure of a

sentence. She used the term logical structure to refer to the II •••

deepest representations from which surface structures are derived."

Her reasons for the cho ice of the term i·s to avo id "deep s t ruc t ure"

which to her has become associated with II ••• a purely syntactic under-

lying level posited by interpretive semanticists, and also to reflect

the fact that these 'deepest representations' have the form of symbolic

log ic. II
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In a structure such as (7), NP is an adjunct to the main sentence

existing in logical structure, and the x variable in 5' is bound by

NP 1• This assumption is based on Gundel's claim that II ••• the funda

mental division of a sentence is between the topic, the element that

identifies what the sentence is about, and the comment, the predication

that is made of that object." (Gundel 1974:10) 50, in Gundel's terms,

her hypothesis requires the incorporation of topic and comment in the

grammar, which means that the first phrase structure rule in the gram

mar would be (8):

8. 5 --? NP

For our present study, we assume Gundel's hypothesis concerning

base structure. The variable x shown in (7) is generated as an empty

variable in the comment. A copying rule copies the features of the

topic Noun Phrase onto this variable, which is later pronominalized and

optionally deleted.
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Notes: Chapter 1

1 See 1.1.5.4 for the orthography used in this study.

2 We use the name Hokkien to refer to all varieties of the south
ern Min language because historically, !t had been widely used. It was
even more widely used than the term Arnoy Hokkien. It was only after
the Treaty of Nankin when Arnoy was opened up as a treaty port that the
speech in the vicinity of the port attracted much attention (Douglas
1899:609). It is a common practice for Hokkien speakers to name a
language after the place where it is spoken. Hokkien is a name that
includes other Hokkien dialects spoken in that province and elsewhere.
The term dialect has been loosely used for Chinese languages. Mutually
unintelligible Chinese languages such as Hokkien and Cantonese have
been referred to as dialects, with only Mandarin referred to as a lan
guage; this is unfortunately misleading for they are in fact cognate
languages.

3 Egerod (1967) mentions an alternative classification, namely a
subdivision of the Min group into five subgroups (East, West, South,
North, and Central). Under this classification, TioqciO would fall
with the South variety, whi Ie the Huihua dialect would be with the East
subdivision.

4 The areas mentioned here do not exclude other areas of the world
where Hokkien speakers can be found but they represent significant num
bers of Hokkien speakers.

5 For a detailed study of the distribution of Chinese dialects in
southeast Asia, see Chan (1975). It should be noted that the term
dialect in that paper has been loosely used and no attempt had been
made to define the term.

6 The Tiogciu dialect is a subgroup of Ban-lam-ua (South Min lan
guage). Bodman (1958) included Tiogciu as one of the dialects of
Ban-l~m-ua. Douglas (1899) recorded that the ancestors of those
Tiogciu (tiechiu) speakers emigrated many centuries ago from the pro
vince of Fukien. liTo this day they are distinguished from the other
inhabitants of the Canton (Kwangtung) province by the appellation
'hoklo' that is, the persons from Hokkien or Fukien." At the LSA
Institute in 1977, held at the University of Hawaii, we made a study of
the Tioqciu dialect. Our findings showed a fairly close similarity
between Tiogciu and other south Min dialects, but not close enough for
speakers of Hokkien to understand TioqciO speakers. It was interesting
to note also that our informant identified herself with Cantonese
speakers, basing her affil iations on provincial boundaries rather than
on I inguistic considerations.
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7 See Bodman (1958:61-63) for an account of Hokkien dialect
differences in the Hokkien (Fukien) province in China. For some dis
cussion of the two main varieties found in Taiwan, see Li (1979).

8 No attempt will be made at this point to comment on the Hokkien
dialects in other southeast Asian countries owing to a lack of informa
tion on them. Suffice it to say that as changes have occurred in the
Hokkien language spoken in Malaysia, Singapore, and Taiwan, so also can
we expect changes to occur in the language in other southeast Asian
countries.

9l1Dominantl, in the sense of the dialect or language holding an
important place in the society because it acts as a lingua franca for
that area. The group with the majority of speakers find that their
language is the one that is widely used in a town or location.

10 Age is a significant factor in dialect adaptation. Those above
fifty years or so are more resistant to adaptation. However, those
below fifty tend to switch from their dialect to the Ciangciu dialect
when they are among Ciangciu speakers. Even speakers of other Chinese
language groups, in a Ciangciu dialect environment, use the Ciangciu
dialect for informal trade and business.

11 Penang Hokkien is a local variety of the Ciangciu dialect.
Ciangciu dialect speakers make up a large proportion of the Hokkien
speakers in Penang. They were also the earl iest to settle in Malaysia.
Penang Hokkien is characterized by a general simplification of syntax,
shifts in its tone and pitch, and is graced by a great number of Malay
words. We must point out that the dialect studied in this work is not
this variety of Hokkien.

12 Douglas (1899, Appendix I I) deals with variations of the tones;
in Appendix I I I, he deals with sound correspondences.

13 The vowels [0] and lul , which are recorded in Douq las ' (1899)
dictionary as peculiar to the Cuanciu dialect, do not exist in the dia
lect under study.

14 Only those studies written in English are discussed here. For a
review of materials written in Mandarin Chinese, see Tay (1968) and
Brosnahan (1972).

15 For a comprehensive list of "Arnoy Chinese Teaching Materials",
see Johnson et al (1976).

16 "Df a lec t" is used here to conform with its usage by Egerod in
his work.
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CHAPTER II

TOPIC PROMINENCE AND INFORMATION STRUCTURE

2.0 Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss notions that are pertinent to our

study--notions such as information structure, topic prominence, the

topic-comment configuration in a sentence, the given-new distinction,

and focus.

2.1 Informat ion Structure

The information structure of a sentence is the organization of its

syntactic forms in terms of their informational properties of given and

new. One language may have a more direct correspondence between its

syntactic forms and their informational properties, while another may

not be as obvious in the correspondence.

The concept of information structure is not a recent one. The

very nature of speech itself, where words are used to express ideas in

a linear fashion, imposes constraints on the speaker. This approach,

which considers a sentence as adhering to a progression of word order

from given to new, is not unl ike that of the Prague School I ;ng\list~.

Vilem Mathesius (1928) based his writinas on Functional Sentence Per

spective on Weil's (1844) ideas. 1 Weil made the observation that the

universal principle reflecting how the mind works is revealed in the

I inear ordering of thought from an initial notion to a goal. However,

Mathesius has been credited for being the first to talk about the
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organization of information in a sentence in the process of communica

tion. Finding that Weil·s observations were supported by evidence from

Czech word order, Mathesius argued that since the initial idea consti

tutes a common ground for both speaker and addressee, it could be

defined as the element in the sentence that conveys what is known. In

other words, the initial idea is given information and the rest of the

sentence is new.

Sapir (1921) also recognized that within a sentence there is a

proposition and a statement made about the proposition (Sapir, 1921:35

119).

Vachek (1966:90) discusses a sequence of two elements, theme and

rheme, occurring in that order to form a sentence. We assume that the

two elements he talked about correspond to given and new information

respectively.

Hall iday·s (1970) functional model has the theme occupying the

initial position in English and the rheme carrying the main stress,

with the newest information usually in the final position. For him,

the end of a sentence carries the greatest informational weight. He

makes a distinction between theme and rheme on one hand and given and

new on the other. For him, theme is the heading for what the speaker

is saying, whereas given is the point of contact the speaker has with

what the addressee knows. Nevertheless, in a broad sense, theme is

associated with given, and rheme with new.

Kuno (1972), analyzing the functions of ~ and ~ in Japanese,

notes that the function of theme is restricted to anaphoric and generic

noun phrases denoting given information. More recently, the terms
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theme and rheme or given and new information have been used in conjunc

tion with topic and comment (Gundel 1974).

In Gundel (1976), two distinct notions are isolated from the

given-new umbrella. These are activated and unactivated; topic and

comment. Activated and unactivated correspond to Chafe1s (1976) given

and new information, while topic and comment refer to the two major

divisions in a sentence (suggested in Gundel, 1974). The topic is

given in that it represents the takeoff point of a sentence and it

must be part of the addressee's general knowledge for any comment to be

made on it. It identifies what the speaker is talking about in the

comment.

On the other hand, the comment is the new information, as it

represents what is actually being asserted, questioned, or promised

apout the topic (Gundel 1975). Topics are usually activated informa

tion but need not be so. Simi larly, comments usually contain unacti

vated elements but it could also contain activated elements.

For the purpose of our discussion, we will treat given information

as what the speaker assumes to be known to the addressee and new as

what he assumes the addressee does not know--information he is intro

ducing into the addressee's consciousness at the time of utterance.

The basis for the speaker1s assumption that something is known to the

addressee could be either linguistic or non-l inguistic. It is linguis

tic if that something has just been mentioned in the course of the

conversation and it is non-linguistic if the addressee is aware of the

referent in the immediate environment of which the speaker is talking

about at the time.
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Information structuring is important to Huihua, as in most lan-

guages, for clear reasons. First of all, it seems to condition

2anaphoric phenomena. Anaphora manifest themselves in two ways, namely

zero anaphor and lexical anaphor. A zero anaphor is actually the

II ••• absence of any lexical item where one might expect a pronoun"

(Ross, 1981 :1). The occurrence of a zero anaphor rather than a lexical

one is sometimes a matter of sytlistic choice, as in sentence (1):

1. ~
1\

cit ":'-
~

"-
k~ bo t~q-l iaq.huaq Sla, cau

shout one sound run till no place-catch

II (One) shouts (and he) runs off leaving no chance to
catch (h im) .11

where the subject may not be realized lexically. Both subjects in (1)

cou l d be rea 1ized lexica 11 y, as lang I people I and..!.. '3 p.p I respect ively,

as shown in (2):

2. Lang
person

J\
huaq
shout

cit sla, 1 c~u
one sound 3 p, p run

bo
no

t~q-liaq.
place-catch

"One has only to shout and he disappears without a chance
to catch (him).11

In sentence (2), the anaphor lang 'people,3 refers to the speaker

or some other person or persons. It could just as well be lexical ized

J\ - ,;as ~ I II or i-lang 'they'. The referent is' known to the addressee.

It is the given information which can be replaced by a pro~oun.

Similarly, for the second half of sentence (2), a lexical anaphor

i 'he/she ' is used in place of the zero anaphor in (1). The lexical
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anaphor is permitted here because, again, it is the given information.

The speaker would have identified the person earlier on in the dis-

course and the person having been identified, constitutes the given

information. Being given information, it can be replaced by a pronoun.

In both instances, the subjects are given information.

On the other hand, new information has to be spelled out explic-

itly and neither a zero anaphor nor a lexical one is possible as shown

is (3) be low:

3. GOa
I

btie
buy

phue-cna
letter-paper

*T
3 p.
:':(3

I iau.
CPLTV

"I have bought

[

t he
it
*0

letter paper} ."

Neither zero nor lexical anaphor is possible for the object phue-cua

I letter paper' in (3). The full noun phrase must be used instead.

However, (4):

4. Gua
I

bue
buy

I i~u.
CPLTV

"I have bought (it)."

is possible when it is a reply to a question such as (5):
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5. LG bGe phue-caa I i~u bue?
You buy letter-paper CPLTV not-yet

"Have you bought the letter paper ye t ?"

in which the information regarding the status of buying is questioned.

So, placed in the correct context, (4) is acceptable even without the

mention of the object, since the object is understood.

However, with a topic-comment structure like (6):

"gua
I

I iau.
CPLTV

11 ( letter-paper, 1
l-':A Ietter paper

I I ve bought II

we find that there is a zero anaphor in the comment sentence which has

the same referent as the topic. The fact that it has been mentioned

before as the topic allows it to be a zero in the comment sentence.

It is clear that information structuring determines when a pronoun is

allowed and when it is not allowed, for it is the given status of the

elements in a construction that conditions anaphora, as shown in (6).

In addition to these, we will also explore the interaction of

information structure with object initial constructions that are

commonly used in the language--constructions that are clearly topic-

comment. As will be seen in Chapter I II, these structures are infor-

mationally constrained.
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2.2 Topic Prominence

Li and Thompson's (1976) proposal of a language typology based on

topic-prominence or subject-prominence is an attempt to capture the

information structure differences among languages. The idea of tcpic

prominence had been mentioned in various earlier studies4 but Li and

Thompson were the first to demonstrate its importance for the study of

a number of languages which differ significantly from subject-prominent

languages I ike Engl ish. They claim that: II ••• some languages can be

more insightfully described by taking the concept of topic to be basic,

while others can be more insightfully described by taking the notion of

subject as basic. 1I (Li and Thompson 1976:460)

However, as they did not define the term basic, we can only con-

jecture that, used in relation to sentence structure, basic is what is

most common and natural for that la~guage. Tsao (1977) calls it the

Jlpreferred structureJl. A language which is subject-oriented has a

number of features conditioned by or affected by subject status in its

sentences, whereas a topic-oriented language has features attributable
I

to the presence of topics in its structures. Topics have to be defi-

nite or generic, whereas subjects do not have this restriction. Topics

need not have a selectional relation with any verb in the sentence,

whereas subjects do. Related to this is the predictability of the

subject but not the topic, on the basis of the verb that is selected.

It naturally follows from this that verb agreement is not significant

inasfar as topic goes but very much so in relation to subjects.

Li and Thompson further argued that such grammatical processes as

reflexivization, passivization, EQUI-NP deletion, verb serial ization,
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and imperativization have to do with the subject relation, not the

topic relation. This is so because, according to them, the grammatical

processes are related to the internal structure of sentences, while

topics are syntactically independent of the rest of the sentence. We

do not subscribe wholly to this view because our basic assumption is

that the topic-comment constituents are sentence constituents; we also

believe that some of the processes, e.g. deletion, are related to topic

status.

Topic-prominent languages are languages that have the topic

comment constituents as their normal or basic structure. Although some

sentences in Hokkien do not begin with a topic, most of the time they

do. Occasionally a topic may show up after the comment; when this

happens, it marks a repairing strategy which we refer to as Topic

Repair. Such a sentence has still the topic-comment structure in its

deep structure. The speaker had assumed that the topic is known to the

addressee, but when it turns out that the addressee is not aware of

what the topic is, the speaker will repair the gap in the flow of com

munication by verbal izing the topic before he makes any further

comments on it. 5

Languages that are topic-prominent would therefore be better

analyzed in a way that would reflect the functional distinction between

the topic and the comment. Li and Thompson (1976) discuss a number of

characteristics peculiar to topic-prominent languages, as opposed to

those for subject-prominent ones. We will summarize those characteris

tics in the following section and ascertain how val id they are for

Hokkien.
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2.2.1 Topic-Prominence versus Subject-Prominence

Hokkien is a fairly topic-prominent language, exhibiting most of

the characteristics discussed in Li and Thompson (1976). We will lock

at what these characteristics are and see how far they reveal them-

selves in Hokkien.

First, languages that are topic-prominent exhibit a structure that

is made up of two constituents, namely a topic (what the sentence is

about) and a comment (what is said, asserted, questioned, promised,

etc., about that topic), as represented in (7):

7. 5

~

i

P1 5'

~
xl NP Pred. P

This type of structure is the most common and most natural for topic-

prominent languages. However, it does not mean that this is the only

structure that can be found in such languages for they could also have

structures with an 5VO word order. But what it implies is that the

occurrence of topic-comment structures is more than a chance occurrence

in topic-prominent languages.

On the other hand, subject-prominent languages do not have the

topic-comment structure as the basic structure. Instead of having a

structure like (7), a subject-prominent language would have a basic

structure I ike (8):
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NP Pred. P

Pred NP

Li and Thompson have placed Chinese in the topic-prominent grouping of

languages and supported their claim with examples from Mandarin

Chinese. We believe that Hokkien, being a Chinese language, is also

topic-prominent. It has the topic-comment structure as the underlying

structure as the data for our study seem to support the central ity of

the two constituents.

The first characteristic that distinguishes topic-prominent lan-

guages from subject-prominent ones is that topics have definite refer-

ence whereas subjects can be either definite or indefinite.

The second characteristic of topic-prominent languages is the

special surface coding for the topic while subjects in subject-

prominent languages need not have any surface coding. In some lan-

guages, for example Japanese and Korean, special markers (wa and (~)~

respectively) are used to identify the topic of the sentence. Some

languages do not mark topics morphologically. For instance, in Thai

(Ekniyom, 1982), topics are marked by their initial position in the

sentence.

We have found that a pause or a pause marker l in Hokkien marks

the topic whereas a subject is not morphologically marked.
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Li and Thompson mention that the sentence initial position of

topic in Mandarin Chinese is the surface coding for topics in the lan-

guage. Although topics in Hokkien generally appear in the initial

position, this is not a good criterion to establish a language as being

topic-prominent because subjects also take the initial position in an

SV(O) structure. This makes the sentence-initial criterion less

useful. The pause or pause marker is a more reI iable criterion to

depend on, in the case of Hokkien.

The third characteristic of topic-prominent languages, according

to Li and Thompson, is an absence of or a disfavoring of passive con-

structions, which in our opinion may not apply to all topic-prominent

languages. In their opinion, passive constructions are common in

subject-prominent languages:

,., in subject-prominent languages, the notion of subject is
such a basic one that if a noun other than the one which a
given verb designates as its subject becomes the subject,
the verb must be marked to signal this non-normal subject
choice.

(Li and Thompson, 1976:467)

We feel that this may not be a good criterion because different

languages use different strategies for forming passive constructions

and for a topic-prominent language I ike Hokkien, there are passive

constructions too. See Appendix A for a discussion on passives.

If one should adopt Li and Thompson's criterion concerning pas-

sives for judging whether Hokkien is in fact a topic-prominent language,

we would have to say that Hokkien is not a topic-prominent language.

However, we would I ike to question whether this should be used as a

criterion for topic-prominent languages at all.
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The fourth characteristic of topic-prominent languages is that

they do not have a dummy subject as subject-prominent languages have.

This is because the basic structure of topic-comment places the topic

and not the subject in a prominent position; whereas in a subject-

prominent language, the subject is so important that even when no noun

phrase is there, a dummy subject (e.g. Engiish i!) must be used to fill

the subject position, as in (9):

9. It is raining.

Since the subject is not prominent in a topic-prominent language

I ike Hokkien, it is not necessary to introduce a dummy subject, as

shown in (10) :

10. loq
descend

he)·
ra in

I i au.
CPLTV

"{l t is) raining."

The fifth characteristic of topic-prominent languages is the

occurrence of two noun phrases, one fol lowing the other in sentence

initial position. Both cannot be subjects because the predicate can

only relate to one subject. In such constructions, the first noun

phrase is the topic and the second one is the subject--because the

first is syntactically not related to the predicate whereas the second

is. On the other hand, subject-prominent languages have basic
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sentence structures with a noun phrase in sentence initial position.

Occasionally two noun phrases can occur consecutively but these are

topicalized constructions derived from the basic structure for subject-

prominent languages and are therefore highly marked.

In Hokkien, there are numerous examples of double initial noun

phrase constructions, I ike sentence (11) below:

11. " "Cit-te
this-CL

...
po- ,

cloth
hua-ch~u

flower-grass
bo
not

A •
SU I.

pretty

"Th i s piece of cloth, (its) design is not pretty."

( ~ .. ,
In 11), the first noun phrase clt-te po' "t h i s r Cl, c Ioth ", is the topic

of the sentence and the second noun phrase hua-ch~u Iflower-grass l is

the subject in the comment sentence.

The sixth characteristic of a topic-prominent language is that

where both topic and subject occur together, the topic takes precedence

over the subject in control I ing deletion.

To illustrate our point, we have sentence (12) below showing a

conjoined clause with a deleted constituent which is coreferential with

the topic:

12.
A i\ 1\ ...

bo
A

Cit-te ginna, bin sue,
this-CL chi Id face not wash

'" t:o 0 ho' lang "so' - I hin.
therefore give people dis I i ke/ha te

"This child, (his) face is not washed; therefore (he is)
disl iked by people. 1I
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The position of the deleted noun phrase is marked with 0. This is

understood to be coreferential with the topic cit-I~ grnna Ithis-CL

child'. The deleted noun phrase could not be coreferential with the

"second noun phrase, bin 'face', which is the subject.

The seventh characteristic is that topic-prominent languages tend

to be verb-final. According to Li and Thompson (1976), this is borne

out in descriptions of Lahu and Lisu, which are both analyzed as verb

final languages. Subject-prominent languages, on the other hand, tend

to have SVO word order.

As far as our data shows, some Hokkien sentences are verb final.

In object initial constructions, as well as the double initial noun

phrase constructions, this tendency is particularly strong. 6

Looking at the characteristics of topic-prominent languages, we

can say that the characteristics discussed in Li and Thompson (1976)

are, by and large, the characteristics exhibited in Hokkien; from the

examples cited, we have a sol id basis for claiming that Hokkien can

reasonably be regarded as a topic-prominent language. As such, we will

assume a typical Hokkien sentence as being made up of two major consti-

tuents, top ic and comment. The 1abe 11 ed tree diagram (13) is an

elaboration of (7) in Chapter I, where we stated our theoretical

assumption based on Gundel IS logical structure hypothesis. The phrase

marker for a typical Hokkien sentence is represented in (13):
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bo sQi
not pretty

hua-ch~u
flower-grass

S

.r<:
NP:x SI

.>:
NP Pred. P

I I
~ , ,

C I t r t e po-
this-CL cloth

13.

"This piece of cloth, (its) design (is) not pretty."

2.3 Topic versus Subject in Hokkien

Topics can be any constituent about which a predication can be

made. They must be given information; that is, they are either defi-

nite or generic ~oun phrases directly dominated by the sentence node S.

Definiteness or genericness is a required factor because there must be

some point of reference, some piece of information that is shared,

between speaker and addressee in order for subsequent new information

to be received (Chafe 1976). Another criterion is the pause (which we

indicate with a comma) or pause marker a that sets the topic apart

from the rest of the sentence. These two characteristics describe the

topic noun phrase of a topic-comment construction in Hokkien.

The topic of a sentence does not have a selectional relation with

the predicate in the sentence, while the subject is closely bound to

the predicate. For example, (14):



14. C ~ ."It-claq
this-CL

A
kau,
dog

A

bue
ta i I

v '"'cam-tng.
chop-severed

40

"Th i s dog, (its) tail (is) chopped off."

has two noun phrases preceding the predicate c~m-tng 'chopped off l
•

The first noun phrase cit-ci~q k@u Ithis dog· is definite, as is indi

cated by the demonstrative cit-ciaq 'this-Cll and a pause also occurs

after the first noun phrase. This definite noun phrase is followed by

another noun phrase--in this case, the noun bOe Itail I, which

functions as the subject of the sentence. I t is the subject that is

linked to the predicate in the sentence. It is the tail that is

chopped off, not the dog. In (14), both topic and subject are present

but they are easily distinguishable. This is the kind of structure

that is common in Hokkien--the NP NP V structure. A sentence like

(14) cannot be derived from any other sentence.

However, in sentences which show a structure such as NP V NP,

w~ere only one noun phrase occurs before the predicate, there is a

slight problem in determining whether that initial noun phrase is a

topic or a subject. Such a sentence is represented by sentence (15):

15. Mama
mother

J\cu
cook

,
png
rice

I i~u.
CPlTV

"Mother has cooked rice. II

We conclude that the noun phrase~ Imother l is the subject, not the

topic; we have to dispense with the definiteness factor because sub-

jects can also be definite. So although the first noun phrase in (15)
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is a definite noun phrase, the absence of a pause or the pause marker

a between mama 'mother l and the rest of the sentence indicates that it

cannot be the topic.

In contrast to (15), (16) below:

16.

[

ci t -ken g }
this -CL

*cTt
one

cin
very

chiu-chln.
breezy

II{T~iS} house, (it's) very breezv ;!'

..A

has an initial noun phrase that is a topic because it is definite and

it also has a pause or the pause marker! separating it from the rest

of the sentence. In (16), the referent of the topic coincides with the

referent of the subject but it does not have to be so.

2.4 Focus and the Comment Constituent 7

The notion of focus is related to the comment constituent in

Hokkien. Before we examine focus in Hokkien, we want to see what some

linguists have said about it.

Much ink has been spilled over this notion. Among the writers

are Halliday (1967), Chomsky (1971), Jackendoff (1972), Chafe (1970),

and Cook (1973), all of whom use the term focus in different ways.

Hall iday (1967:203-206) treats focus as the sentence element that

contains new information which cannot be derived either from the lin-

guistic or non-I inguistic context. Focus reflects what the speaker

considers to be the main burden of his message. Halliday makes a
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distinction between focus and focused element, the latter being the

heavily stressed element which he calls tonic nucleus. He also dis

cusses unmarked and marked focus for Engl ish. The unmarked focus has

the heaviest stress in the final element of a sentence, in which case

the domain of new information ranges over more elements than just the

final heavily stressed element. For example, in a sentence like (17):

17. Sue baked a 'cake.

which is unmarked for focus, the final word cake is stressed. 8

The domain of new information could be a cake, baked a cake, or

Sue baked a cake. The context that gives rise to (17) specifies the

domain of the new information. However, if the sentence has a marked

focus, that is, one in which the stressed element is not the sentence

final element cake but rather Sue is stressed, as in 18):

18. 'Sue baked a cake.

the sentence is new information, not just Sue.

Chomsky (1971) and Jackendoff (1972) treat focus as new informa-

tion also. For Jackendoff, the focus of a sentence is:" the

information in the sentence that is assumed by the speaker not to be

shared by him and the hearer." (Jackendoff 1972:230) In the surface

structure, the string of elements containing the heavy stress (their

"intonation center") is the focus. In this respect, their definition

is close to that of Hall iday's. Chomsky and Jackendoff maintain that
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in the deep structure.

As for Chafe (1970:224-227), he uses the term focus to refer only

to sentence elements that are stressed to show contrastive new informa

tion. This notion is similar to Halliday's use of "ma rked focus" for

contrastiveness. Stressed elements not bearing contrastive stress are

not considered focus.

Cook (1973)9 argues that the noun phrase which suppl ies the new

information asked for by a WH word is the focus. Only noun phrases can

be focused. His view is that only a noun phrase can undergo clefting,

which is the only way to indicate focus. As such, he rules out stress

as a focus marker. Based on his definition, verbs could never be

focused, a point which is not supported in Hokkien for verbs can be new

information, and therefore carry stress.

2.4.1 Focus in Hokkien

A discussion of focus phenomena in Hokkien gains much from a con

sideration of discussions of focus in other languages. We will adopt

some of the concepts discussed in the preceding paragraphs insofar as

they are relevant to the language.

A speaker, using a focus construction, has selected a particular

element in the comment to foreground. That element is the focused

element, which tends to be in sentence final position. There are at

least two devices a speaker can use to mark focused elements.

First, he can make use of stress which in Hokkien is not I inked

with loudness but rather with a lengthening of the vowel in the
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stressed word, giving the impression that the speaker is del iberately

lengthening the vowel of that word or syllable to draw the hearerls

attention to it. 10

The second strategy is linked to the first--the pitch of the

lengthened vowel is slightly raised.

Focused elements, as discussed here, are similar to Halliday's

tonic nucleus and Chomsky's and Jackendoff's intonatipn center. How-

ever, we differ from Chomsky and Jackendoff in that we specify the

focus of a sentence in its deep structure. The feature [+Focus] speci-

fied in deep structure will determine the placement of the stress in

the surface structure.

As a general rule, the normal stress is on the sentence final

constituent, where the focused element can be any major constituent,

not confined to noun phrases. The focused element is stressed (i.e.

lengthened and raised in pitch). FOCllsed elements include noun

phrases, as in (19):

19. C
lo .AIt-claq

this-CL
'"cua ,

snake
ciaq
eat

~ ."clt-claq
one-CL

'kue.
chicken

liThe snake ate a 'chicken."

where the noun kue 'chicken' receives stress. Verbs can also be

stressed as in (20):

20. Chu
house

....
khi
go

" .-caq - tan
bomb

c~q - t3.
bomb - collapse

"The house, it got bombed. II
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Sometimes the focused element is not at the end of the sentence,

in which case the speaker reveals his intentions in his choice of which

element to focus on. In such cases, contrastive meaning is intended,

as in (21):

21. i
3 p.p

bue
buy

cTt-kl
one-CL

,,-

U'i
yellow

h·A
C loq.
ruler

"He bought a yellow ruler. II

In (21), the speaker asserts the color of the ruler. It was yellow and

not, for instance, blue.

2.4.2 Focused Noun Phrases

Focused elements in Hokkien, as we saw in 2.4.1, are elements that

are stressed (I ,«, lengthened and raised in pitch). In this section,

we will look briefly at focused noun phrases, particularly in relation

to their functions as subjects and objects.

A subject or an object can be focused if the speaker thinks it is

information the hearer does not share with him. One way to test new-

ness of information is to question different things in a sentence.

For example (22):

Ah
...... ,.

pheng - k~.22. Hong claq hit-li~p

Ah Hong eat that-CL 03pple

"Ah Hong ate the apple."

The object noun phrase, pheng-k~ 'apple' receives normal stress, that

is, at the end of the sentence. Other elements in (22) can also be
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stressed if they can be questioned. For the subject to be stressed, it

has to be new information, which requires it to be placed in a comment

construction such as in sentence (23):

23. "Hit-liap
that-CL

v 1\pheng-ko,
apple

hoe
give

Ah Hong
Ah Hong

"ciaq-khi
eat-go

I i~u.
CPLTV

"That apple, Ah Hong has eaten it Up.11

Sentence (23) shows a type of passive construction with the

Patient l l hlt-I iap pheng-k6 'that apple l as the topic, which is not

stressed. As the topic of the sentence it is, of course, old informa-

tion. New information is contained in the comment, hoe Ah Hong

ciaq-khl 1i~u IAh Hong ate it up'. Sentence (23) is a response to a

question I ike (24):

24.
1\

Hit-l iap
that-CL

pheng-kd,
apple

hoe
give

v ,_
CI-CUI

who
ciaq-khl?
eat-go

"That apple, who ate it Up?"

The question word ci-c~i 'who' asks for a specific piece of informa-

tion. It is the focused new information in (24) and is logically

stressed.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we showed that Hokkien is a topic-prominent lan-

guage having a basic topic-comment structure and supported our claim

with available data.
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We have also argued that information structure is important to

Hokkien for it seems to condition anaphora as well as object initial

constructions, the latter of which will be discussed in the following

chapter.

We have also claimed that topics in Hokkien are marked by a pause

or a pause marker and showed examples to support that claim, distin

guishing them from subjects.

We have also examined the notion of focus in general and the

status of focused elements in Hokkien in particular. We have claimed

that there are two strategies a speaker can use to present focused

(new) material to the addressee, namely:

(1) stress--indicated by the lengthening of the vowel in the

stressed word.

(2) Raising of the pitch of the stressed vowel.

Using either one of these strategies, a speaker can choose to focus any

of the grammatical elements, subject, predicate, or object, etc., that

appear in the comment constituent in a sentence.
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Notes: Chapter II

1 We i I (1844) had observed that t houqht deve lops from \I ••• an
initial notion to a goal l l

, laying the foundation upon which Mathesius
later built his ideas of known information and new information.

2 Tsao (1977), in his study on Mandarin, states that II ... topic
is in control of the pronominal ization or deletion of all the corefer
ential Np i s in a topic cha ln" (Tsao, 1977:88) meaning that zero pro
nominal ization occurs when it is coreferential with an NP that has
been previously mentioned in a discourse.

In another study on Mandarin by Roberts (1968), the same phenome
non is observed. In both these studies, the NP that is coreferential
with the pronominal ized or deleted element has definite reference.

3 Professor Robert Cheng has brought to my attention that lang in
Taiwanese has two meanings: (1) people and (2) other, the latter being
a pronoun.

4 Householder and Cheng (1967), Tai (1973), Huang (1973).

5 Languages that have been analyzed as vas languages (e.g.
Gilbertese) would have to be treated differently. The noun phrase in
sentence final position could most I ikely be the topic. If this is the
basic sentence structure, the topic in sentence final position is not a
case of topic repair (Jacobs, 1981, personal communication).

6 It is interesting to note that Li and Thompson (1974a, 1974b)
take the view that Mandarin Chinese is on its way to being a verb final
language.

7 The notions af focus we adopt here are quite different from that
used to describe a system in Philippine languages where verbs index·
certain NPs as being "in focus".

8 Stress is indicated here and elsewhere in the study by the
stress mark I before a stressed syllable.

9 Reviewed in Lii (1975).

10 Chao (1968:88); Lii (1975) noted that sentence stress in
Mandarin is characterized by magnified length and pitch range and less
importantly by increased loudness.

11 Agent and Patient are used in Fillmore1s (1968) sense in this
dissertation.



CHAPTER III

OBJECT-INITIAL CONSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION STRUCTURE

3.0 Introduction

In this chapter, we will examine the role of information structure

in object-initial constructions. We will focus on three types of

object-initial constructions: (1) !:.-construction, (2) non-!:.-construc

tion, and (3) ka-construction. 1 However, there is another set of sen-

tences that have one thing in common with these three constructions

which will also be considered--the passives. The similarity among them

is that the initial noun phrase in all four constructions are logical

objects. Whereas the logical objects in the first three types are also

grammatical objects, they do not correspond to grammatical objects in

the passives. We will show from our data that information structure

plays an important role in the first three types where the initial noun

phrases are grammatical objects but not in the fourth, where the

initial noun phrases are not grammatical objects.

In the case of the !:.-constructions, they are topic-comment struc-

tures as shown in (1):

1. (t 1
, , Ah Hoon bQe ""- te po- , e.

that - CL cloth Ah Hoon buy Modal PRT

:~~t .'

IlT~at} piece of cloth, (it was) Ah Hoon (who) bought iL 11

..A
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" .... ,In (1), the object noun phrase hit-te po' 'that piece of cloth'

is the topic and Ah H60n bue e I it was Ah Hoon who bought it' is the

comment on the topic. The comment contains the modal particle i which

asserts that the cloth was bought by the referent of the subject noun

phrase, Ah H60n. The subject noun phrase refers to the Agent and it is

the Agent that is the focused new information.

The non-e-construction is also a topic-comment structure. This

type of construction differs from the ~-construction in that the Agent

is not focused. The object is again in sentence initial position, and

as in the ~-constructions, it has to be definite. Sentence (2) exem-

plifies this structure:

2.

t
H1t

}

that
*cTt
one

Ie
- CL

lang,
person

Ah pBh
Ah Poh

phien
bluff

i.
3 p , p

lIe~:t} man, Ah Poh dece i ved him."

The ka-construction is also informationally conditioned. 2 In

stretches of discourse we examined, all the ka-constructions were

topic-comment ones. The initial noun phrase, which is the logical as

well as grammatical object, has to be definite, as shown in (3):

3. ~phi
- CL

" 1\thiq-pan,
steel-plate

i
- 3 p.p

..,
t i
at

1\ ...
teng-bin.
top-face

1'[T~at} piece of steel plate, put it over the top."
..A
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In the case of passives, it does seem to be possible for the

initial noun phrases to be new information; that is, they can be indef-

inite specific, as indicated in the determiner clt-ciaq lone - Cl i in

(4) :

4. cit - ci~q
onE: - Cl

niau
cat

ho'
give

k~u
dog

'"" "-ka-s i.
bite-die

IIA cat was ki lIed by the doq;!'

Though passives with indefinite specific subjects are rare in natural

discourse, the fact that they do occur indicates that what may once

have been topic-comment constructions are no longer informationally

conditioned. Although the initial noun phrase in a passive sentence is

the logical object, there is no evidence that it is also the grammati-

cal object. In this regard, we will examine three types of passives,

all of which are restricted to adversative transitive verbs taking

Patients as their direct objects: (1) hO'-passive (with obI igatory

"Agent fully or partially specified); (2) khi-passive (with an optional

Agent); (3) tioq-passive3 (with an unspecified Agent in its surface

structure) .

3.1 The e-construction

The e-constructions are informationally conditioned. Consider a

sentence like (5):



5.

[

Hi t } -
th~t -
*Cit
one

t ifi
CL.

" ..to· -ua,
drawing

Ah Poh
Ah Poh

..-
ua

draw

,/e.
Modal PRT
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"{That] painting, (it was) Ah Poh (who) painted it."
*A

which has a tree representation (6):

6. S----------NP: x S'

~----NP Pred. P. PRT
/""'--

Precl NP

I
" -Hit-tiu t6· -ua

That-CL painting
Ah Poh
Ah Poh

.ua
draw

x .
e

The object NP is the topic, having the informational property of given-

ness. The object has to be definite. An indefinite NP renders the

sentence ungrammatical as shown in (5). This shows that the initial NP

in the e-cons~ruction is the topic, having the status of definiteness.

The speaker assumes that the addressee knows the referent of the topic

NP. S' is the comment made on the topic NP. In contrast to the topic,

S' is the new information. In this case, it asserts something about

the referent of the topic NP hle-tiD t6·-~a 'that-CL drawing' which is

that it was Ah Poh who drew it. The x variable has no surface realiza-

tion although one expects a pronoun to be there. This unreal ized x

variable is bound by the topic hit-tiff t6·-Ga 'that-CL painting.'
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If the comment sentence represented by (7):

7. Ah P8h
Ah Poh

.. .-ua e.
draw Modal PRT

lilt was drawn by Ah Poh ;!'

were to be uttered without the topic noun phrase being first mentioned

or without the drawing being physically present at the time of speech,

the addressee would not know what the speaker is referring to. If com-

munication is hampered, the speaker would have to make the object

expl icit, such as in sentence (8):

8. Ah Poh
Ah Poh

..ua
draw

cTt-ticr
one- CL

to'- Ga .
drawi ng

"Ah Poh drew a painting."

In this case, the object NP cit-tiU to·-Ga 'one-CL painting' is consid-

ered new information. But the ~-construction (5) which has the object

in sentence initial position allows the speaker to make an assertion

(provide new information) about the referent of the object NP.

In fact, if we examine (5) in the I ight of its information struc-

ture, we find that it has very much the same propositional content as

(8). We can treat (5) and (8) as two different structurings of the

same propositional content. The underlying structure posited for (5),

which is (6), is quite different from the one for (8), which we present

as (9):



9. S

S'--------NP Pred. P----------Pred NP-------Det N
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Ah P8h
Ah Poh

x .I'ua
draw

cTt-tiU
one-CL

to' -Ga
painting

where Ah Poh, the one who carries out the activity represented in the

comment, is shown to function as the subject of the sentence. We note

that the proposition affirms something that Ah P8h did, which is that

he did a painting. The proposition is about Ah poh. Structure (6)

differs from (9) in the way the propositional content is structured.

In (6), the comment constituent contains a proposition about

hlt-ticr to' -ua 'that painting l while in (9), the proposition is about

Ah poh. Our representations show the sentences to be al ike in ~ogni

tive content but different in the ways the same information is organ-

ized. They are both topic-comment constructions.

Languages use different strategies to present given and new infor-

mation. For example, Halliday (1970) has claimed that in English, it

is typical for the prepositional form to be associated with the func-

tion "new"; as is brought out in the following two sentences (lOa) and

(lOb) :

1Oa.
lOb.

live
I've

offered
offered

01 iver
the tie

a It i e
to '01 iver.

(Ha 11 iday 1970, 163)
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In (lOa)~ is the new information, indicated by the indefinite

article a. However, if Oliver is to be the new information instead or

a tie, then (lOb) would do the job, for in (lOb) the tie is the given

information and 01 iver is new. Halliday also gave an example from the

English passive, where the use of by with the Agent serves the same

function--it is a grammatical marker for new information, as exempl i-

f i ed i n (11):

11. The house was painted by ·Sam.

where Sam is the new information grammatically marked by the preposi-

tion by.

In Hokkien, however, the strategy for presenting given and new

information is via the topic-comment structures. The topic is typi-

cally mentioned first. For example, for the English sentence (11) a

topic-comment structure is used in Hokkien, as shown in (12):

12.

[

Hi t } -keng
that .. CL
*cTt
one

chu,
house

'Sam
Sam

iG - ch~t e.
oil-paint Modal PRT

'lT~:tJ house, (it was) 'Sam who painted i t ;!'

J\

where the object noun phrase hit-keng chu 'that-CL house' functions as

the topic. It has to be given information, which means that the

speaker and the addressee are aware of the referent of hft-keng chu

'that-CL house l
• The indefinite marker cit lone l renders the sentence
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ungrammatical, showing that information status is crucial here. What

is done to the house and the agent of that action is the new informa-

tion the speaker wants to communicate to his addressee and this infor-

mation is contained in the comment constituent 'Sam iG-ch~t e I (it was)

'Sam (who) painted it.' However, it is the Agent that is the focused

new information .

. From the foregoing discussion, we see that information status

plays an important role in the e-constructions. The speaker knows

intuitively that the object or referent which he is going to assert

something of has to be shared information--that is, information the

addressee shares with him, for communication to be effective. Topics

are syntactically marked as definite in Hokkien by the use of the
~ ~ ,

definite determiners cit-le 'this-Cl i or hit-le 'that-Cli.

However, the ~-constructions are not the only type of construc-

tions controlled by information status. In the next section we shall

look at sentences which are not marked by the particle ~ but which also

have object initial noun phrases functioning as topics.

3.2 The Non-e Construction

like the ~-constructions, the non-e-constructions are also topic-

comment structures; however, they differ in that they do not focus on

the Agent. Instead, some other element in the comment can be selected

for focusing. An example is (13):
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I iau.
CPLTV

I sGe
wash

...
gua

I

,..,
pua ,
plate

[

A } ,
Hit -te
th~t -CL
*Clt
one

II[That} plate, live washed (it) .11

*A

13.

Notice that the thing that is focused in the comment in (13) is the

action of "wa shing" not the Agent; if it were the Agent, then the struc-

ture would be different. The completive aspect marker (CPLTV) would be

..replaced by the particle~, and the e-construction would have to be

used as in (14):

14. ( ... ] ...Hit -te

l
~~T~ -CL

one

"",;
pua ,
plate

...
gua

I

... ,
sue e.
wash Modal PRT

"r~:t} plate, (it was) II (who) washed it. 11

As it is, (13) is a topic-comment structure with its focus on the

action of washing the plate whereas (14) focuses on the Agent.

Other object initial constructions have pronominal forms in the

object position, as in (15):

15.

{
... J ..Hit -Ie

th~t -CL
*Cit
one

~ "grnna,
chi Id

Ah P~h
Ah Poh

I i~m
pinch

-i.
3 p, p

"t~:t} child, Ah Poh pinched him."
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Example (15) cannot take an indefinitedeterminer cit-Ie "one-Et."; if it

does it will be ungrammatical. This shows that it is informationally

constrained.

3.3 The ka-Construction

The type of sentence we will examine in this section is also

informationally conditioned. It is used as imperative constructions

such as (16):

16. [" } ...Hit -te
th~t -CL
*Cit
one

"i q ,
chair

ka-1
PTM-3 p, p

. ~gla
take

/\cau.
run

"[That} cha i r , take it away."
*A

We are concerned with the initial noun phrase which is both the logical

and grammatical object and which is also the topic in (16) •. The object

noun phrase in the ka-construction must be definite. The speaker

establ ishes a common ground with his addressee before going on with the

next_thing he wants to say about the topic. If the initial noun phrase

is not given information, the sentence is ungrammatical. Sentences

(17) and (18) are furtber examples similar to (16):

17.

{.... }Hit
that
*cTt
one

~-phi
- CL

h ~ .....t I q - pan,
steel - plate

tang - i kham
PTM - 3 p, p cove r

tT
at

" 'l-teng-bln.
up -face

"{T~:t1piece of stee I pIate, take it and cover the top."



18. ["} ....

Hit -10
thet -CL
*C,t
one

" _..
th i q - sua,

steel-thread

....,. ...
lu-Iang khi

you-person go
ka- T

PTM-3p.p
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thiap-thiap l a.
stack-stack PRT

II(That} type of steel cables, you people go and stack
l *A

them Up.11 (War tape 1.14)

In both (17) and (18), as in (16), the initial object noun phrases

function as topics.

The ka-construction is a marked structure and it is used when a

speaker wants to emphasize the object. An unmarked structure, one

without the pre-transitive marker ka, is exemplified in (19):

19.
J\,

Hit - te
that -CL.

A

iq,
cha i r

.;' "gla-cau.
carry-run

"That chair, carry (it) away."

where no particular emphasis is placed on the object noun phrase, as

there is in (16) with the pre-transitive marker ka. Thus the reason

for using the ka-construction is to place emphasis on the object. In

the marked position, the object NP must always precede the class of

transitive verbs it can occur with. These seem to be resultative

verbs, as sentence (20) below shows: 5



20. " "Hit - te
That- CL

~
rq ,

cha i r
ka- T

PTM-3 p.p
1:g ia.
carry

." "g I a-cau.
carry-run
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"That chair, ( ca r ry ito] II

l take it away.

In certain situations, when the topic is not specified, as

shown in (21):

21. " "ka -hit -te
PTM -that -CL

~
Iq

chair
.'" /\g I a-cau.

take-run

"Take that chair awav ;"

the full object NP must occur with the pre-transitive marker ka.

Again, for structures I ike (21), the object must be definite, though

it is not the topic.

3.4 Passives

Passive constructions are similar to the ~-, non-~-, and ka-

constructions in that the initial noun phrases are also logical

objects, but they are different in that the logical objects do not

correspond to grammatical objects as is the case for the first three

constructions. It does seem possible for initial noun phrases of

passives to be new information, that is, they can be indefinite
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22. Cit Ie
One - CL

1~ng ho·
person give

C roq - t hau
marble-head

kO'ng - ti5q.
hit-Resultative

morpheme

IIA man was hit by a stone. II

However, such occurrences are rare in natural discourse. The fact

that they do occur at all suggests that passives could have been

topic-comment constructions at one stage, but now the informational

constraints have been weakened.

The occurrence of indefinite specifics in the initial noun

phrases of passives contrasts with their impossibil ity in the ~-,

non-~-, and ka-constructions which at first sight seem parallel with

passives. In all four, the initial noun phrases are logical objects.

With the ~-, non-~-, and ka-constructions, the initial noun phrases

are informationally conditioned, whereas in the passives, they are,

if anything, semantically conditioned--they must be Patients.

The three types of passives share a number of features. First

the initial noun phrase must be the Patient, capable of receiving

some action done to it. Secondly there must be an Agent, which can

be fully specified, partially specified, or unspecified; thirdly,

the verb must be a transitive verb involving adversative action.

The first type is the hO'-passive (Chen 1971; Cheng 1974) which

has an obI igatory Agent that can be fully specified, as in (23):



23. Ah Tong
Ah Tong

ho·
give

Ah Poh
Ah Poh

phaq.
beat
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"Ah Tong was beaten by Ah Poh. "

or with an Agent that is partially specified, as in the morpheme

lang 'someone' as in (24):

24. Ah Tong
Ah Tong

ho·
give

lang
someone

"Ah Tong was beaten by someone. II

(See Appendix B (13)-(15) for further examples of hO·-passives.)
...

Besides the hO'-passives, there is also the khi-passives where the

Agent is optional, as shown in (25):

25. Kue ki~ kht
Chicken-offspring go

(n iau)
(cat)

ka - sl
bite-die

10.
PRT

"The chicken got ki l led (by the cat)."

(See Appendix B (16)-(18) for further examples of kht-passives.)

The third type of passives is one with an unspecified Agent--the

ti~q-passvies, as exempl ified in (26):



26. Ah Tong
Ah Tong

t ioq
strike
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IIAh Tong got beaten. 1I

For the passive structure, we posit an underlying structure such as

(27) :

hi)' Igive/let'
/

27. 5

NP~SI
~

NP Pred. P

pre~NP
I

511

~
NP Pred. P

pre~NP

tioq 'strike l

Structure (27) claims that passives are complex structures having two

predicates. One predicate is in the higher sentence 5' and the other

is in the lower sentence 511
•
4 We are interested in the status of the

NP immediately dominated by 5'. In this underlying structure, the

logical object of a passive structure is its grammatical subject, not

the topic. We will discuss this issue in the following section.

3.4.1 Are Initial NPs in Passives Topics?

In passives, the somewhat similar feature of the logical object
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being in initial position makes one wonder if it is also the topic, as

is the case in the ~-, non-~-, and ka-constructions.

Passives are significantly different from surface topic-comment

constructions since the subjects of passives can be indefinite. To

prove our claim, we will examine the initial noun phrases in the

passives and present the two criteria, namely (1) Definiteness and (2)

Patient role that aid in identifying passive sentences.

To begin with, we will look at a sentence like (28):

28.

[

ci t J-t~ng
One -CL
HTt
That

chia
car

ho'
let/give

chat
thief

thau.
steal

"(A } car was stolen by a th i ef ;!'

lThat

In sentence (28), the initial noun phrase can either be cit teng chia

·one-Cl car', an indefinite specific noun phrase, or hit-t@ng chia

'that-CL car', a definite noun phrase. Since indefinite specific noun

phrases cannot be topics, the initial noun phrase of the passive struc-

ture (28) with cTt-teng 'one-Cl ', the indefinite specific noun phrase,

cannot be the topic. The same is true of the khl passive, as in (29):

29.

{
ci t 1One
H~t

T~at

.....-claq
-Cl

niau
cat

khl
go

(1ang)
(person)

thn'g-ti5q kun - cui .
scald- boiled-water

Resul tative
morpheme

II [A I cat was scalded (by someone) .11

That5
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and the ticq passive such as (30):

30.

{

ci t } -le
O~e J-CL
Hit
That

l~ng

person
tioq

s tr ike
sut.
whip

"(A } person got whipped."
LThat

Our test of definiteness on the initial noun phrases of passives shows

that these noun phrases are not topics. This shows that the initial

noun phrases of passives are not constrained informationally. However,

they are semantically constrained, since they must all be Patients.

In a passive construction, the grammatical subject in sentence

initial position has to be the Patient, whereas in a topic-comment con-

struction, the noun phrase as the topic does not have to be the

Patient. In sentence (31):

31. Ah P8h
Ah Poh lho' }

giv~

khi
go

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

"Ah Poh wa s {seo I ded] by Ah Beng. II

asked

and in (32):

32. Ah Poh
Ah Poh

"Ah Poh was

t ioq { ma.l
strike *mng J
\ seo Ided } . II

l asked
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the logical object of the verb ma 'scold' is semantically the Patient,

the one who is adversely affected by the activity referred to by the

lower verb. However, the direct object of mng 'ask' is not a Patient,

and because it is not the Patient, it cannot participate in a passive

construction. In fact, the passive is not possible, as shown in (3i)

and (32) above.

On the other hand, in a topic-comment construction, the topic is

not restricted to Patients. It could be the Patient, as shown in (33):

CJ
." Iau-hS, , a-cek h" ~ "33. Hit -claq p aq-sl e.

That -CL tiger uncle hit-die Modal PRT
*cTt
One

" [That)
1:A J

tiger, (it was) uncle (who) killed l t ;!'

where the verb ph~q-s1 'kill' requires a Patient.

However, it need not be the Patient, if a verb that does not

require a Patient is used, as in the verb mng 'ask' in (34):

34. Ah P6h,
Ah Poh,

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

"mng
ask

i .
3 p , p

IIAh Poh, Ah Beng asked her."

From the topic-comment structures (33) and (34) we see that the topic

is not restricted to the Patient role, whereas in passives I ike (31)

and (32), the subject must be the Patient.
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3.S Summary

We have examined four types of sentences which have logical

objects in sentence initial position. With the exception of passives,

their logical objects also correspond to grammatical objects. We also

found that the three that have grammatical objects in sentence initial

position are informationally constrained, requiring these objects to be

definite. They are topics. However, with passives, the initial noun

phrases are not informationally restricted. This shows that informa-

tion structure is significant in Hokkien, as it conditions the ~-,

non-~-, and ka-constructions but not the passives. We suspect that

passives may have been informationally constrained at one stage but

those constraints have lost their conditioning strength, giving way to

semantic ones. S
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Notes: Chapter I II

1 Ka is interchangeable with two other forms: tang and kang. We
refer to-these forms as pre-transitive markers (PTM) as they occur with
objects before transitive verbs.

2 Another pre-transitive marker distinct from the rest is cio ng.
Our data shows that this marker is used in formal and pol ite situations
(e.g. in sermons). However, its use is more restricted than the other
three forms--being restricted to a structure represented by (a):

a. Tn
They

cio'ng
PTM

ctt-Ie
this-CL

tS i -ci
matter

khng
keep

tl
at

sTm-lai.
heart-inside

"They kept this matter in their hear't s ;"

(For further examples of cio'ng constructions, see Appendix B, (27)
(30).) We have not included cio'ng constructions in the main body of
the discussion because they are not object-initial ones. However, it
is interesting to note here that the object which it occurs with is
always definite in actual speech. Sentences in which the ci5'ng object
is indefinite specific sounds stilted but not all speakers reject it.
Further investigation is needed in this case.

3 Sometimes variant forms like than and than-tioq 'gain' are used
but occurrences are rare. In fact, they might throw further I ight on
passives in Hokkien if the present data is expanded.

4 See Appendix A for a discussion of passsives and an analysis of
the forms ho', khl, and tioq.

5 Professor Roderick Jacobs (personal communication).
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CHAPTER IV

MOOD CONTRAST IN HOKKIEN

4.0 Introduction

Besides the major division of Topic and Comment in Hokkien which

shows the importance of such structures in information structuring,

there is an equally important distinction in sentence type, one that we

shall, following Jacobs (1981), refer to as sentence mood. Hokkien

sentences fall neatly into one or the other of two major mood types--

(1) Indicatives and (2) Injunctives.

4.1 The Indicative/Injunctive Dichotomy

In this chapter, we will examine the Indicative/Injunctive

dichotomy and argue, with supporting data from embedded sentences,

that it is a grammatically valid distinction. Our interest is focused

on two types of sentences. The first type, the Indicative mood sen-'

tences, refers to embedded sentences that are statements and asser

tions' (L;e, declaratives), as in (1):

1. Ah Poh
Ah Poh

.- ~slo"ng-stn
bel ieve

(k6· ng)
that

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

...
u

have
I~u-sit.
honest

"Ah Poh believes (that) Ah Beng is honest."

d
. 2 .an questions, as In (2) :
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2. Ah Poh .... dii (khu~1) Ah Beng "" l~u-sTt bo.al u
Ah Poh I ike know see Ah Beng have honest no

IIAh Poh wants to know if Ah Beng is honest ."

both of which involve truth propositions in the embedded structures. 3

The Injunctive mood sentences are sentences that perform such

speech act functions as orders, commands, suggestions, pleas, invita-

tions, promises, etc. An Injunctive typically involves an activity to

be carried out at a time subsequent to the time of speech. It involves

~he speaker imposing upon himself or upon someone else the obligation

to carry out an action. An example of an embedded Injunctive is (3)

below: 4

3. Ah Poh
Ah Poh

kio
ordered

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

chut-khl.
ex it-go

"Ah Poh ordered Ah Beng to leave .!'

in which the subject of the matrix clause (Ah Poh) orders another

person (Ah Beng) to leave. The leaving will take place at a time sub-

sequent to the time of speech and it is the referent of the matrix

subject that imposes on Ah Beng the obI igation to leave. The three

examples given so far are complex sentences containing either embedded

Indicatives or embedded Injunctives. We will examine sentence embed-

ding, for it reveals some interesting phenomena which support our claim

for the Indicative/Injunctive dichotomy. But before we proceed to the

properties distinguishing Indicatives from Injunctives, we will look at
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the higher predicates that al low the embedding of the two types of

sentences--Indicative and Injunctive.

4.1.1 Higher Predicates

Since we will be deal ing with embedded structures in this chapter,

it is appropriate for us to take a look at the higher predicates that

embed Indicative and Injunctive clauses. We shall examine the differ

ent classes of predicates that are relevant to our purposes. Some

predicates are Indicative-embedding, some are Injunctive-embedding, and

some are neither. The predicates that embed Indicative sentences are

mainly cognitive and information-seekingones while those that embed

Injunctive sentences are impositive ones. 5

In the case of the latter, we will group them according to the

referent of the embedded subject, whether it is coreferential with the

matrix subject or the matrix object. We will call the first group-

the embedding predicates having coreferential subjects in the higher

and lower clauses--subject-controlled predicates and the second group-

where the higher object and the lower subject are coreferential-

object-controlled predicates. Table I below I ists some Injunctive

embedding predicates belonging to each of the groups:
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Injunctive-Embedding Predicates

Subject-controlled Object-controlled

" ,phaq-sng 'plan '

A ~tap-In 'promise'

... 'kuat-ting 'decide'

cTng-ci~k 'struggle '

kio 'call/order'

ci-hu i I command ,

ti~m-t~ 'persuade'

h~ k· ... 'beg'c Ing- IU

bi~n-l~ 'convince'

. "k 'force'pia

'intend'"" 'kuat-i

Table I

By IIcont ro l ll, we refer not merely to the exclusively syntactic

notion discussed in Chomsky (1981), in which one noun phrase determines

the reference of the abstract pronominal element PRO in an embedded

structure as being coreferential with it, but also a semantic notion

of the referent of the matrix subject noun phrase imposing upon himself

or on someone else the obI igation to carry out a volitional action

expressed in the embedded clause. That this is not merely a semantic

distinction is clear from the fact that the semantic distinction cor-

responds to a distinction in form, as shown in (4):

4. Ah Beng
Ah Beng

ph~q-sng

plan
[

boq }wi"
*tioq
should

khl.
go

"Ah Beng planned [to ) gO.'1
*should J
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where the embedded Injunctive clause indicates a future occurrence with

the modal6 boq 'will (vol ition)' which is I inked to the notion of the

speaker imposing an obl igation on himself. Compare (4) with (5):

5. Ah Beng
Ah Beng

bi@n-le
convince

Ah Poh
Ah Poh

(

t ioq ]
should
":boq
will

khT.
go

"Ah Bel1g convinced Ah Poh f to 1 gO."
L*wi 115

When the referent of the matrix subject imposes an obligation on some-

one else, the modal tioq 'should/must l is used instead of boq 'will I.

A subject-controlled predicate such as kuat-tlng Idecide ' in sen-

tence (6):

6. Ah Beng
Ah Beng

... "-
kuat-ting

decide
boq

wi 11
khiii
open

mng.
door

IIAh Beng decided to open the door."

is a predicate not requiring an object and embedding an Injunctive

clau~e khul mng lopen (the) door l
• The referent of the matrix subject

Ah Beng imposes on himself the obI igatibn to carry out the action of

opening the door that is stated in the embedded Injunctive. Hence our

use of the term " subject-controlled" refers to the referent of the

matrix subject Ah Beng imposing on himself the obI igation to carry out

the action referred to in the embedded clause.

On the other hand, there are some higher predicates requiring an

object and which also require that the referent of the matrix subject
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impose an obI igation on someone else to carry out the activity contain-

ed in the embedded Injunctive. For example, in sentence (7):

7. Ah Beng
Ah Beng

h ~ k'"c Ing- IU
beg

Ah P8h
Ah Poh

ti5q
must

I in - cue.
ident i fy-s in

l'Ah Beng begged Ah Poh to confess (her) s i ns ;!'

the higher predicate chlng-kiu Ibeg ' takes an object, namely Ah P8h.

The referent of the matrix subject imposes upon the referent of the

object Ah P8h the obI igation to confess, as stated in the embedded

Injunctive. The referent of the higher object carries out the action

referred to in the embedded clause. The higher predicate, chlng-kiu

Ibeg l
, does not take an embedded Indicative clause, as proved by sen-

tence (8) below which is ungrammatical:

8. ;':Ah Beng
Ah Beng

chlng-kiu
beg

Ah Poh
Ah Poh

cin
very

......su I.

beautiful

*'IAh Beng begged that Ah Poh be beaut i fu I. II

Indicative-embedding predicates behave differently from the

Injunctive-embedding ones. The Indicative-embedding predicates are

cognitive predicates such as: sioong-sln 'bel ieve l
, siQ 'think·,

thi~ 'hear', ~8'ng 'say·, liang 'shout l, and information-seeking ones

such as: mng lask', cha 'investigate', which are not as restricted as

the Injunctive-embedding predicates. These take the complementizers7

k8·n~ 'say' and khua 'see', as exemplified in (9) for the former:
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Ah '" (k6'ng) w

lau-sTt.9. Beng siu Ah P6h cin u
Ah Beng think say Ah Poh very have honest

"Ah Beng thinks (that) Ah Poh is very hones t ;!'

and in (10) for the latter:

10. Ah Beng mng
Ah Beng ask

(khua)
see

Ah P8h
Ah Poh

".SUI

beautiful
bo.
no

'IAh Beng asks if Ah Poh is beautiful."

As indicated by the bracketings in (9) and (10), the complementizers

k8'ng 'say' and khua 'see' are optional. It is interesting to note

that it is only the embedded Indicative clauses that take the comple-

mentizers ka'ng I say • and khua 'see'--a property of embedded Indica-

tives not shared by embedded Injunctives. Having looked briefly at

the embedding predicates, we will now turn our attention to the pro-

perties pecul iar to Indicative and Injunctive clauses.

4.1.2 Embedded Subject Noun Phrases

When Indicatives and Injunctives are embedded, a number of inter-

esting phenomena come into the picture. These phenomena are signifi-

cant, as they differentiate the two types of sentence moods. In this

section, we will examine the first of a number of properties--the

subject noun phrase of Indicative and Injunctive clauses--and compare

its status in these clauses when they are embedded in a higher clause.

It is a property of embedded Injunctives that they are subjectless, a

property that is in sharp contrast to embedded Indicatives which always
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action of anaphora with the two sentence moods. The complex sentence

(11) below contains an embedded Injunctive clause:

Ah Beng " "

{~n
boq

...
11. tap-in kh I ,

Ah Beng promise will go

"Ah Beng prom i sed [ ... '1J 1to gO.11
..he

which has a tree representation (12):
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12.

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

x " ":'tap-In
promise

boq khl
wi 11 go

where we see that both the matrix and embedded subjects are coreferen-

tial. The lower one is controlled by the higher one, having a matrix

predicate that is subject-controlled.

In contrast to the embedded Injunctive as shown in (11) and (12),

we have the embedded Indicative sentence (13):



13. Ah Beng
Ah Beng

.- -:-SI0·ng-5In
bel ieve

cin ti
very have

lau-sTt.
honest
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IIAh Beng beI i eved tAh*:Oh}

Sentence (13) has a tree structure (14):

is very hone st ,"

14. S

~NP:x SI
.r>«:

NP Pred. P

~
Prea NP

I
S"
~

NP Pred. P.

I~
Ah Beng
Ah Beng

x -- ":'slo-ng-sln
be1ieve

Ah Poh
Ah Poh

crn U lau-sTt
very have honest

Unl ike the emb.edded Injunctive in (11) which is subjectless, the embed-

ded Indicative shown as $" in (14) must have a subject noun phrase

Ah P8h. It cannot be left out no matter what. Even when it is the

topic of the sentence, and has to appear in the sentence initial posi-

tion, a pronoun is there in the embedded sentence as shown in (15):



15. 5

~NP:x 51

~
NP Pred. P

~
Pred NP
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"Ah Poh, Ah Beng believes

._ 'l-
slo-ng-sln
bel ieve

Ah Pon Ah Beng
Ah Poh Ah Beng

5"

~

t i A
I~

t~C~ ~ v~ ~~ h~ve! ~~~:~ ~

is~~ J is honest."

The topic noun phrase, Ah Poh binds the NP in 51'; the full noun phrase

cannot appear in this position. Instead the third person singular

pronoun l has to be used, otherwise the ungrammatical sentence (16)

will be the result:

16. *Ah P8h,
Ah Poh

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

..
si5ng-sin
be I ieve

cin U
very have

lau-sTt.
honest

*IIAh Poh, Ah Beng bel ieves very honest."

As we pointed out in our discussion on the higher predicates that

embed Injunctives in 4.1.1, there are subject-controlled predicates

I ike tap-in 'promise' exemplified in (11) which do not require an

object and object-controlled ones I ike piak Iforce ' which do. Object

controlled predicates take an object. The referent of the object is
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coreferential with the subject of the embedded Injunctive clause and is

the one to carry out the action stated in the embedded clause. An

example of an object-controlled predicate is pi~k 1 force I used in sen-

tence (17):

17. Ah Beng piak Ah Poh
{*~ } tioq khf.

Ah Beng force Ah Poh must go

"Ah Beng forced Ah Poh { 0 } to gO."
*she

which has a tree structure (18):

18. 5

~NP:x 51

~
NP Pred. P

~""""',,~---Pred NP. NP
I I

51 1

»<:
Ni i Pred. P

Ah B~ng
Ah Beng

x Ah Poh
Ah Poh

t ioq khi
must go

In (18), the referent of the object Ah Poh is the one to carry out the

action stated in 51 1
• It is coreferential with the subject NP in 5".

However, because 5" is an embedded Injunctive, it is consistently a

subjectless structure I ike the Injunctive clause embedded under a

subject-controlled higher predicate, as shown in tree structure (12),

repeated here as (19):
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19. 5
~

NP:x 5'

~
NP. Pred. P
'~

Pred NP
I
511

~
NP. Pred. P

I'
Ah Beng x
Ah Beng

/to ...

tap-in
promise

b$q kbT
wi II go

"Ah Beng" promised to gO.1I

Comparing the two structures (18) and (19), we note that the sets of

coreferential noun phrases in each are not identical. In (18), the

embedded subject is coreferential with the higher object, whereas in

(19) it is coreferential with the higher subject which in this case

also functions as the topic of tne sentence. However, both structures

contain embedded Injunctives, and although the selection of the higher

predicate varies, (18) having an object-controlled predicate and (19)

a subject-controlled one, the embedded clauses in each reveal a simi-

larity betweeri them--they are both subject less. The absence of the

subject noun phrase in the embedded clause is a property of embedded

Injunctives, as opposed to embedded Indicatives which always take a

subject.

As shown in (19), the matrix subject noun phrase, Ah Beng is

coreferential with the embedded subject Noun phrase but the latter is

not realized lexically. One way of explaining this phenomenon is to

treat the embedded Injunctive clause as subject Jess which we have done.
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Another way is to posit a lexical form in its deep structure and delete

it to derive the surface structure (11). Our reason for adopting the

subjectJess formulation is that it is simpler, in the sense that we can

eliminate the additional transformational rule of EQUI NP deletion

which we will discuss in the following section.

4.1.2.1 Zero Pronoun Subjects versus Subjectless Injunctive Clauses

For the purpose of the discussion, we will assume that zero pro

noun subjects of Injunctives occur as a result of deletion of the

embedded subject noun phrase, that is, through the application of EQUI

NP deletion--henceforth EQUI. The appl ication of EQUI may either be

controlled by the matrix subject or the matrix object. The embedded

subject is deleted if it is coreferential with the matrix subject or

the matrix object. There are thus two domains in which EQUI applies

and these will be discussed here.

If the deletion is controlled by the matrix subject, EQUI is

subject-triggered. Subject-triggered EQUI ,as the name implies, is the

deletion of the embedded subject noun phrase when it is coreferential

with the matrix subject; as shown in (20) below, the lexical form

Ah Beng is in the deep structure:
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20. S

~
NP:x 5'

.r>«:
NP. Pred. P
I~

Pred NP

5. 1

~
NP. Pred. PII

Ah Beng x
Ah Beng

" ~tap-In
promise

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

boq khl
wi 11 go

With the subject Ah Beng in the matrix sentence coreferential with the

subject of the lower sentence S", EQUI appl ies to delete the lower

subject, giving the surface structure (21):

21. S

~
NP:x 5'

~
NP. Pred. P

I pre~p

5"

~T; Pred. P

Ah Beng x " ':tap-In
promi se

boq kh1
wi 11 go

"Ah Beng promised to gO.11

Similarly, object-triggered EQUI deletes the subject of the embed-

ded clause when it is coreferential with the object in the matrix
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clause. such as is shown in (22) below:

22. 5

~
NP:x 5'

.r>«:
NP Pred. P..----:r------

Pred NP. NP
I I

5"

~
NP. Pred. P

I I I
Ah Beng x pi~k Ah 5u Ah 5u

force
t ioq khl
must go

In (22). the matrix object Ah 5u is coreferential with the embedded

subject. 5ince they are coreferential, EQUI appl ie~ to delete the

lower subject, giving a surface structure represented in the tree dia-

gram (23):

23. 5

~NP:x 51

~
NP Pred. P
~

Pred NP. NP
I I

511

~
NP. Pred. P

I

I
Ah Beng x piak Ah 5u

force

"Ah Beng forced Ah Su to go. II

t ioq khi
must go
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The rule of EQUI is a plausible rule to posit to account for the

absence of a subject in the surface structure of embedded Injunctives.

The absence of a subject in an embedded Injunctive clause distin-

guishes it from an embedded Indicative cla~se, which always has a

subject. Nor is the subject noun phrase of an embedded ctause the only

criteria for the contrast in sentence moods. The predicate constituent

also reveals a number of contrasts, which will be examined in the fol-

lowing sections, beginning with one on predicate types of stative and

non-stative verbs.

4.1.3 Predicate Types

In this section, we will present data to show that the stativel

non-stative verb type contrast supports our claim of the two sentence

moods--Indicatives and Injunctives. Embedded Indicatives take both

stative and non-stative (i.e. action) verbs, while Injunctives can take

only non-stative ones. For instance, in sentence (24), which has

embedded Indicatives:

24. Ah Su
....

Ah Beng ,. 1siu SUI.

Ah Su think Ah Beng beautifulteau cin khi:Ja i •
run very fast

"Ah Su thinks Ah Beng lis beautiful.} II

truns fast.

the lower verb can be either stative (sui 'beautiful l
) or non-stative

(du I run l) .
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While there is no restriction regarding the use of verb types in

Indicative clauses that are embedded, only non-statives can occur in

embedded Injunctives. In this respect, (25) below is ungrammatical as

it has a stative verb sui Ibeautiful: in its complement clause:

2:. *Ah Su kio
asks

tioq
must

" .su I.

beautiful

*"Ah Su ordered Ah Bang to be beaut i fu I. II

However, a non-stative verb cau Irunl is acceptable, as in (26):

26. Ah Su
Ah Su

kid
asks

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

"cau
run

khua i-khila i •
fast-fast

"Ah Su ordered Ah Beng to run fast."

The verbs in embedded Injunctives can only refer to actions, and from

the foregoing examples, we see that Injunctives can take only non-

stative verbs whereas Indicatives take both statives and non-statives.

Therefore the stative/non-stative distinction serves to distinguish

Indicatives from Injunctives in Hokkien.

4.1.4 Aspect

The Indicative/Injunctive mood contrast is further supported by

the phenomenon of aspect. Indicative mood sentences, (that is,

declarative or interrogative clauses), are free to take whatever

aspectual markings their verbs allow, aspect markers like J iau indicat

ing completed activity (CPLTV), and t~q progressive activity (PRGSV),
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while Injunctive mood sentences cannot take either of these markings.

An embedded Indicative such as that contained in (27):

27. Ah P~h
Ah Poh

thla
hear

kOng
say

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

ITp- HI i
enter-come

1iau.
CPLTV

IIAh Poh heard that Ah Beng has entered."

has the completive aspectual marker I iau in post-verb position. The

activity ITp-Iai 'come in' has already taken place at the time of

speech. Notice how the completive aspect marker· cannot be used in an

embedded Injunctive clause such as (28):

28. Ah Poh Ah Beng ti6q
must

ITp-Iai
enter-come

"Ah Poh forced Ah Beng f to enter 1. 11

t *has entered J

In (28), the embedded Injunctive ITp-Iai "ente r-come ' is a clear

Injunctive, even though it is embedded. The completive aspect marker

renders (28) unacceptable because Injunctives are future-oriented and

the completive aspect marker I i@u denotes a past activity.

Not only is the completive aspect marker li~u incompatible with

embedded Injunctives as shown in (28); the progressive aspect marker

is equally incompatible, as shown in (29):



29. Ah Poh
Ah Poh

.. ...
kuat-ting
decide

bog
wi II

*t~q

(PRGSV)

ciag
eat

...mi.
noodles
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'IAh Poh dec ided (to .eat] noodl es ;!'

l *eatlng

The embedded Injunctive in (29) is acceptable with the future-oriented

and intentional modal bog 'will I but not with the progressive aspect

marker t~g. On the other hand, the progressive aspect marker t~q can

occur with embedded Indicatives, such as is shown in (30):

Ah Poh Ah B~ng

[ b8q 1
...

30. cai ciag mi.
Ah Poh know Ah Beng will eat noodles

*teg
(PRGSV)

IIAh Poh knows Ah Beng {~i Ii :at} noodIe s , 1/

IS eating

The progressive marker in (30) denotes an activity that is possibly

being carried out at the time to which the speech refers. Thus, when

we compare (30) with (29), particularly in the use of the progressive

aspect marker t~g in both these examples, we cannot disregard the clear

distinction made. Sentence (30), with an embedded Indicative clause.

takes the progressive aspect marker while (29), which has an embedded

Injunctive, rejects it. It is clear from the foregoing examples that

the aspectual markings liau (CPLTV) and t~g (PRGSV) are markings that

go with embedded Indicatives, setting them apart from embedded Injunc-

tives which do not take either of them.
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If the Indicative/Injunctive mood contrast is not there, it should

be possible to use both aspectual markings for embedded Injunctives as

well. But, as we have just seen, this is not possible at all, thus

providing us with a strong argument for our claim that the Indicative/

Injunctive sentence mood dichotomy is syntactically motivated for

Hokkien. The aspectual contrast discussed serve to distinguish Indica

tives from Injunctives.

4.1.5 Negation

The use of negation in embedded Injunctives and Indicatives is

also significant. We will look at its interaction with the two sen

tence moods we have posited for Hokkien.

As Injunctives take only non-stative verbs, as shown in 4.1.3, we

wil J examine the interaction of negation with the two sentence moods in

relation to non-stative verbs only. Differences in the use of negation

markers in Indicative and Injunctive clauses distinguish the two sen

tence moods. The following negative forms occur in Indicative clauses:

bue-s~i 'must not', m-thang 'don't', m-bi~n 'don't have to', b6 'did

not' > and m 'will not/refuse to', as shown in (31):



31. Ah Poh
Ah Poh

.- ":s io-nq-is rn
bel ieve

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

btle-sai
must not

m-thang
should not

in-bien
donlt have to

be
did not

..
m

wi11 not

1\cau.
run
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"Ah Poh be I i eves Ah Bengtmust not } run ,"
should not

donlt have to
did not
wi II not

However, for embedded Injunctives, only the first three on our list can

occur, namely, bue-sai Imust not·, m-thang Ido not l
, and m-bi~n Idon't

have to l. The last two, be 'did not' and ~ 'will not', cannot occur

with embedded Injunctives, as shown in (32):

32. Ah Poh
Ah Poh

k ' ..
10

ca 11
Ah Beng
Ah Beng

bue-s~i
must not

m-thang
should not

m-bi~n

don't have to

1~be

did not

*in
wi 11 not

1\cau.
run

IIAh Poh ordered Ah Beng { not to Irun. 11not to
not to

*did not
*will not
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The negative forms bue-s~i 'must not l
, m-thang Ido not', and m-bien

'don't have to ' are preventive negatives. By "preventive" we mean that

they are used to forbid or prevent someone from carrying out an activ-

ity. For instance, if they are used to negate a non-stative verb like

k8· ng-ua 'speak word', as in (3):

33. ching-kiu
beg

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

bue-s~i
must not

m-thang
should not

m-bi~n
don1t have to

kO·ng-ua.
talk

IIAh Poh begged Ah Beng not to talk."

the negative markers serve as the signal to the addressee not to carry

out the activity, which in this case is kB'ng-ua 'talk'. On the other

hand, the negative markers be 'did not' and m'will not' negate situa-

tions that have already transpired at the time of speech. For instance

a sentence such as (34):

34. Ah P8h
Ah Poh

'"s i'U
think

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

bo
did not

...
kh l ,
go

"Ah Poh thinks Ah Beng did not gO."

Ah '" b'" "-
has an embedded Indicative Beng 0 khi IAh Beng did not gol, where

the activity or decision of not going has a I ready been rea I ized at the

time of speech. However, an embedded Injunctive expresses an activity

that is to take place at a time subsequent to the time of speech.
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Therefore, it needs a preventive negative marker 1ike bue-s~i 'must

not', ~-th~ng 'do not', and ~-bian 'don't have to' instead of b6 'did

not', which is not grammatical. as seen in (35):

35. kio
ask

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

bo
no

....
kh i.
go

*Ah Poh ordered Ah Beng did not gO."

or ~ 'will not' as seen in (36):

36. *Ah Poh
Ah Poh

kio
ask

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

....
m

wi 11 not
khl.
go

*Ah Poh ordered Ah Beng will not gO."

In the case of the negative marker ~ 'will not', the refusal to eat

expressed in (37):

37. Ah Beng
Ah Beng

....
m

wi II not
ciaq.
eat

IIAh Beng wi 11 not eat."

is in the Indicative mood. The refusal to eat had already taken place

at the time of speech. Hence m'will not l (refuse to) is acceptable in

an embedded Indicative structure 1ike (38):

38. Ah pBh
Ah Poh

sio'ng-sin
bel ieve

Ah Beng m
Ah e~ng will not

ciaq.
eat

"Ah Poh bel ieves Ah Beng wi 11 not eat."
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but not acceptable in an embedded Injunctive 1ike (39):

39. *Ah pBh
Ah Poh

kio
call

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

,
m

will not
ciaq.
eat

*"Ah Poh ordered Ah Beng will not eat ;!'

for the same reason that the negative marker b6 'did not l has; that is

that an activity that is completed takes the negative markers that go

with completed activities. And since one of the properties of Injunc-

tives is that they are future-oriented--that the activity expressed in

an embedded Injunctive clause has to take place after the time of

speech--on1y preventive negatives are allowed.

4.1.6 Time Reference

The time reference for Injunctive embedded clauses is always

future with respect to the time of utterance, a type of."dependent

future", Jacobs (1981) ca 11 sit. In th i s respect, a sentence 1ike

(40) :

40. Ah P8h
Ah Poh

phaq-sn'g t bOq} khl
plan will go

*~

bQe cha i .
buy vegetables

"Ah Poh planned {to 1 buy vegetab 1es. II

l*~J

.. ....

has an embedded Injunctive clause khi bue chai I go buy vegetables'

which contains an activity that is yet to be effected at the time of

speech. The future reference is indicated by the modal b&q I wi 111
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intend to'. As shown in (40), the future modal boq 'will/intend to',

when left out of the construction, renders the embedded Injunctive

ungrammatical. Equally ungrammatical is the embedded Injunctive with

the completive aspect marker forced onto it, as in (41):

41. *Ah Poh
Ah Poh

kuat-tuan
decide

khi
go

I iau,
CPLTV

*"Ah Poh decided has gone."

showing yet once again the need to have, for embedded Injunctives, a

time reference that is subsequent to the time of utterance.

In contrast to this, embedded Indicatives are free with respect to

time reference for they are not restricted to future time as Injunc-

tives are. They could refer to past activities as in (42):

42. Ah Poh
Ah Poh

sio·ng-sln
be I ieve

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

bOe ch~i I iSu.
buy vegetables CPLTV

"Ah Poh bel ieve Ah Beng has bought ve qeteb l es ;"

where the activity of shopping for vegetables is an activity that has

been carried out or it could have a time reference that is future, as

in (43):

Ah Poh
Ah Poh

s rs- ng-s in
bel ieve

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

boq
will

bue ch~i.

buy vegetables

IIAh Poh believes Ah Beng will buy vegetables."



where the future reference is indicated by the modal b$q 'will/intend

to', all of which show that they are not restricted in their time

reference as the embedded Injunctives are.

4.1.7 Complementizers

Finally, the fact that lexical complementizers introduce embedded

Indicatives but not Injunctives is yet another property of the Indica-

tive/lnjunctive mood distinction. Embedded declaratives whose matrix

predicates are cognitive in nature take the complementizer kO'ng I say ' ,

while embedded interrogatives whose matrix predicates are information-

seeking take the complementizer khua I see ' . Examples (44) and (45)

below show the structures involved:

44. Ah Su
Ah Su

. - ~sto'n!:;-sln
bel ieve

t
ktS· ng1Ah Beng
say Ah Beng

*khu~
see

"boq
will

...
khi.
go

"Ah Su bel ieves (thatl Ah Beng wi 11 gO."
\.*if J

45. Ah S~ mn'g

r~~ }Ah Beng b6q I" . b6.at
Ah Su ask see Ah Beng will come no

i'ke· ng
say

"Ah Su asks t if J Ah Beng is com i ng. 1I

*that

Sentence (46) below has an Indicative clause with the optional comple-

ment izer k8· ng •say I :
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46. Ah Su .- ~ (k$'ng) Ah Beng bcSq
...

SIO'ng-sln khi.
Ah Su bel ieve say Ah Beng will go

"Ah Su bel ieves (that) Ah Beng wi II gO.1I

and sentence (47) shows the embedded interrogative introduced by the

complementizer khua Iseel:

47. Ah Su
Ah Su

mn'g
ask

khua
see

i boq
he wi 11

Hji
come

ba.
no

IIAh Su asks if he will be coming.'1

On the other hand, the Injunctive structures (48) and (49) below take

neither of these complementizers:

48. Ah Su " ...

t
aon9

]

boq lai.kuC\t-i
Ah Su intend say wi II come

*khu~

see

"Ah Su intended ~*~~at} to come. II
l ,,' f

Ah " h~ k l i i coon9j tioqSu c I n9- I u
Ah Su beg he say must

*khua
see

IIAh Su begged him (*that} to come.!'
t *if

4.2 Main Clause Counterparts

Except for the contrast in the use of complementizers in embedded
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Indicatives and Injunctives, which is understandable since complemen-

tizers show up where there is sentence embedding, the same contrasts

are also seen in main clauses. Injunctives, unl ike Indicatives, cannot

have overt subjects. An Indicative main clause like (50):

50. Ah Su
Ah Su

ITp-lai
enter-come

I i au.
(CPLTV)

"Ah Su has come in."

may have an overt subject Ah Su, or in situations where the context

makes it clear that Ah Su is the subject, the overt subject may not

be expl icit, as shown in (51):

51. Llp-Iai
enter-come

J i au.
(CPLTV)

II (She) has come in. II

where the addressee knows the lTp-lai 1iau 'has come in l is a comment

made about a particular referent, Ah Suo However, unl ike Indicatives,

Injunctive main clauses always lack overt subjects:

52.

[
~

1
ITp-la i (1a). 8

enter-come
*LO
you

"[ ~ } come in! II

1cyou

although a vocative noun phrase coreferential with the understood

subject is allowed:



53. Ah Poh,
Ah Poh

ITp-Ia i!
enter-come
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IIAh Poh, come lnl "

However, the vocative Ah P8h in (53) does not function as the subject

of the Injunctive clause.

Injunctive main clauses cannot have stative predicates:

54. *SQi!
beautiful

*IIBe beautiful!"

55. Cau
run

khua i-khua i!
fast-fast

"Run fast!"

while Indicatives can:

56. Ah Su
Ah Su

ku-ca
old-early

cin
very

khiap-sl.
ugly

IIAh Su used to be ugly."

57. Ah Su
Ah Su

...
e

can
"cau

run
khuai •
fast

IIAh Su can run fa s t i "

Nor can Injunctives take the aspectual markers 1i~u (CPLTV):



58. Cau
run

khua i -khua i
fast-fast

{

*1iaU!]
CPLTV

k1
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J\and teq, the progressive aspect marker:

59.

{
"'T" J.. eq
(PR~SV)

Acau
run

khua i -khila i !
fast-fast

II {*IS rUnning} f as t !"
Run

The negative markers bo Idid not l and ~ ·wi11 not/refused to l cannot

occur with Injunctives:

60. *;TI
wi 11 not

*b5
did not

ciaq
eat

png!
rice

(
*Wi 11 not}

II *Did not
a

eat r ice l"

while they could, with Indicatives:
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Ah S~ \Wi1~6not] c~:~

Ldid not

png.
rice
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"Ah Su
{

ref used to} eat rice."
did not

Finally, I ike embedded Injunctives, the time reference in Injunctive

main clauses is also subsequent to the time of utterance.

4.3 Summary

In the preceding sections, we have seen how the contrast between

the Indicative and Injunctive sentence moods is a val id one for

Hokkien, as the two moods are distinctly differentiated. Real world

experiences are encoded systematically, aided by the availabil ity of

syntactic means at the speaker's disposal. We have se~n some uf the

syntactic properties of each of these sentence moods--properties which

we will summarize here:

i. Indicative clauses have overt subject noun phrases but Injunc-

tive clauses are subjectless.

I l , Indicative clauses take both stative and non-stative verbs but

Injunctives are restricted to non-stative (i.e. action) verbs.

iii. Indicative clauses can take both the completive aspect marker

liau and the progressive aspect marker teq while Injunctive

clauses cannot tolerate them.

iv. Indicative clauses can take the negative markers bo 'did not'

and m'will not/refused to l
• These markers cannot occur in

Injunctive clauses.
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v. Injunctive clauses have a dependent time reference, one that

is future with respect to the time to which the speech refers,

while Indicative clauses have no such restrictions.

vi. Embedded Indicatives may take the complementizers kS'ng t say •

and khua 'see' whereas embedded Injunctives do not take any

lexical cvrnpie::mentizers.

Except for item (vi) above, the facts for both Indicative and Injunc

tive clauses are not confined to embedded structures, for they apply to

main clauses as well, showing that the two sentence moods are relevant

and consistent throughout the language. All these factors support our

claim that there are two major sentence moods in Hokkien. The syntac

tic evidences are too clear to ignore, for they neatiy group the sen

tences into the Indicative mood or the Injunctive mood.
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Notes: Chapter IV

1 Declarative sentences make assertions about particular things.
The notions of assertion and assumption are basic to a discussion on
declaratives. Critz (1976) makes a distinction between two kinds of
assertion, based on English, Spanish, Czech, and Slovak. The first
kind of assertion is shown in the relation of a non-factive complement
clause to its matrix verb. The presence of assertion in the complement
clause is determined by the semantic properties of the matrix verb.
The second kind of assertion is indicated by the stress placed on the
focused element in the sentence. This is determined by the contextual
features such as the speaker's assumption of what is known information
to the hearer. What the speaker assumes to be known can be a proposi
tion expressed in the clause or indicated by anaphora. The notions of
assertion and assumption are relevant in any natural language.

2 The example given here depicts one type of question form--the
tag question. For a detailed description of interrogatives in Amoy
Hokkien, see Brosnahan (1972). See also Cheng (1977) on Taiwanese
question particles.

3 Declaratives and interrogatives have been grouped together for
various reasons. As far as their internal structure i~ concerned, we
hold that delcaratives and interrogatives, with only a 'tag l difference
between them, have basically the same m?in sentence I inear ordering as
represented in (i) below:

r. NP (NP) Pred (NP) (pp)

A simple declarative sentence such as (i ;) :

ii. Ah Poh, (1) kia phue khl ho· Ah Beng.
Ah Poh she send letter go give Ah Beng

NP (NP) Pred NP pp

IIAh Poh, she sent a letter to Ah Beng. 1I

is not any different from a question form (i i i) :

Ah Poh (1) k ic3
..

ho' Ah Beng sl-be?iii. phLie khi
Ah Poh she send letter go give Ah Beng yes-no

NP (NP) Pred NP PP (Tag)

IIAh Poh, did she send a letter to Ah Beng?"
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as both (i i) and (iii) have a sentence initial noun phrase, Ah Poh,
which is also the topic in each of these two sentences. Both these
sentences also have a subject, the pronoun T Ishe l and a Predicate

.... " " - ;' -phrase kia phue khl ho· Ah Beng Isent a letter to Ah Beng l
• However,

the only formal difference between the two structures is the sentence
final tag sl-bo 'ves-no ' in sentence (i i i) which indicates that it is a
question. ~tag formally distinguishes statements from tagquestions.
Sentence (ii) can also be represented in a tree diagram showing the
relation of the constituents with one another, as in (iv) below:

iv. S----------NP:x SI

/ <:::::::::------
NP Pred. P PP

~ »<.
-/ PT Nt

Ah P8h kia phue '" ho· Ah Bengi khi
Ah Poh 3 p.p send letter go give Ah Beng

The question form (i i i ) , however, is also shown to be basica I Iy the
same, except for the tag, as shown in tree diagram (v) below:

v. 5----~NP:x 5' Q

/ *<:::::::-.
Nf fired. P PP

/\x

Pred NP

I
Ah Poh kia '" ho· Ah Beng ... "i phue khi s i-bo
Ah Poh 3 p.p send letter go give Ah Beng yes-no

Further examples of statements and questions are found in Appendix B,
1-4.

4 Further examples of embedded Injunctives are found in Appendix
B, 5-12.

5 The term "Impcs l t lve" as used by Green (1975) refers to the
speech act of ordering someone else to act or not to act. Our use of
the word "Impos l t lve" includes orders as well as commissives (Searle
1969), the speech act referring to the action of committing oneself to
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do or not do something. In a broad sense, Green's "Jmpo s i t lve s!' and
Searle's "conml ss lves" are similar in that both impose an obligation.
The former impose an obligation on someone else but the latter impose
an obl igation on the speaker himself. For this reason, we will call
them impositives.

6 See L". (1979) f d fT· d Ior a stu y 0 alwanese mo a s.

7 The formsk8·ng I say ' and khua Iseel are regularly used as verbs
in Hokkien. Their use as complementizers for embedded declaratives and
interrogatives, respectively, is not an accident. Since declaratives
assert facts and opinions, they are reportative in intent. Therefore a
reportative word like kO"g9 Isay' is relevant as a complementizer in
embedded declaratives. ~ Isayl is used when the proposition in the
complement clause is information for which the speaker cannot take
responsibil ity, as shown in (i) below:

r , GOa
I

th1a
hear

(k~· ng} Ah Bengt. *0 Ah Beng
bQe
buy

sin chu.
new house

"I heard that Ah Beng bought a new house ;!'

However, if the speaker knows for a fact that the proposition is true,
ko·ng 'say' is not used. The speaker is not reporting something that
he had heard from another person but is giving the information as
coming from himself, as in (ii):

i r. Gua
I

....
sio·ng-sin

bel ieve
Ah Beng
Ah Beng

bue
buy

sin chu.
new house

III bel Ieve Ah Beng bought a new house ;!'

The k6·ng complementizer is also used to introduce complements contain
ing a proposition that turns out to be contrary to the subject's
expectations, as shown in sentence (ii i) below:

iii. Ma-lai-:3
,,",OJ

k~·ng i tTa'-tiaq b6 caii-tiauSIU

Malaya think say he surely not capable

tui " ,.
k~t-Ian-tan

1'0 ,
cit-Ie khi e.

from this CI. Kelantan go up Modal PRT

IIMalaya thought that (the Japanese) surely could not enter
via Kelantan."

The proposition contained in the embedded sentence in (i ii) is one that
turns out to be not what was anticipated by the Malayan government
during the Japanese invasion.

As for the complementizer khua 'see ', used to introduce embedded
interrogatives, its use is dependent on the higher predicate.
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Information-seeking predicates I ike mng laski, cha I investigate', ioq
Iguessl take the complementizer khua Iseel. Since the outcome is not
known, the embedded question is appropriately introduced by the verb
form khua 'see:. Conversely, when the matrix verb involves the known,
or does-not seek for information, then the complementizer khua 'see' is
not employed in the construction. An example of such a ve~s cai
'know l (which is a predicate that embeds both Indicative and Injunctive
meod sentences) as is used in (iv):

lv , Gua ca i
I know {

*khua ]
see
~

'*'t ......
Ci-CUI

who
thau

steal
ciaq
eat

thng.
sugar

III know e:~ f ~ who sto Ie the candy. /I

8 The I~ particle has a number of uses, some of which are dis
cussed in RiChards & Tay (1977). Relevant to our discussion here is
the use made of la to coax someone to do something and to lessen the
severity of the tone of a command or order.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Our investigation of sentences in Hokkien has shown that there are

two notions involved in Hokkien structure, the first being information

structure and the second sentence mood. Our data have shown that the

basic division of a sentence in Hokkien is dependent on information

structure, with the topic in initial position and a comment following

it in the underlying structure. Typically, the topic is in sentence

initial position. Topics must be either definite or generic, the

latter being indefinite nonspecifics in Gundel IS (1976) sense. In

Hokkien, definiteness distinguishes topics from subjects and provides

a test for topics in the basic topic-comment structure, particularly in

our consideration of object-initial constructions. In this regard,

those structures that have grammatical objects are distinctly informa

tional Iy constrained in contrast to passive structures which are not.

But rather than being evidence to weaken the argument in favor of the

role of information structure, the passive structure provides addition

al support for it, in the sense that it brings out the contrast in the

informationally conditioned ~-, non-~-, and ka-constructions. Besides

it indicates a possibil ity that it might have been a topic-comment

structure at one time.

With respect to the syntactic notion of sentence moods, we have

shown, in Chapter IV, that the distinction between Indicatives and

Injunctives is a val id one. We demonstrated that Injunctive mood
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sentences are subjectless structures which are restricted as to verb

type, taking only non-stative verbs, as opposed to Indicatives, which

take both non-stative as well as statives. Injunctive mood sentences

are also restricted with respect to aspect; that is, they do not toler

ate aspect markers like I i~u (the completive aspect marker) and t@q

(the progressive aspect marker) whereas Indicatives have no such

restrictions. Furthermore, Injunctive mood sentences do not take the

negative markers b6 'did not l and ~ 'will not l
, both of which occur

with Indicative mood sentences. In addition to these, Injunctive mood

sentences have a dependent time reference, one that is future with

respect to the time to which the speech refers, while Indicative sen

tences have no such restrictions. Further, embedded Indicatives take

the complementizers k8·ng and khua whereas embedded Injunctives do not

take any lexical complementizers. S~mantically, Injunctive mood sen

tences represent only actions and the actions are always unrealized.

It is apparent then that a study of information structure and sen

tence mood does throw some I ight on the study of syntactic structure,

as we have shown for Hokkien. Analysis of Hokkien sentences as having

the two constituents topic (the given) and comment (the focused or new

information) gives a more insightful picture of the basic or preferred

sentence structure in the language and helps to explain a rather sig

nificant group of object-initial constructions in the language which at

first sight may look al ike but really are not. If a strictly formal

approach is taken, the four object-initial constructions would all be

treated al ike. However, if we explore these forms in terms of
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information structure, we see that the properties of topics reveal that

passives are not informationally constrained while the other three are.
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APPENDIX A:

AN ANALYSIS OF HOKKIEN PASSIVES AND THEIR PREDICATES

1•0 Introd uct ion

In this brief discussion, we will look at passive sentences and

examine some of their properties. We bel ieve that there are at least

three passive constructions, al I having Patients as their subject:

1. ho·-passive (with an obI igatory Agent fully or partially

spec if ied ) ,

...
2. khi-passive (with an optional Agent),

3. ti5q-passive (with an unspecified Agent).

and that these passives have co-occurrence restrictions with their

predicates. We treat the passive structure as a complex one, having

two predicates, with either he' 'give l
, khl 'gol, or tioq Istrike' as

higher predicates, and an adversative predicate in the lower sentence.

We wil I discuss these issues in the following sections.

1.1 The Passive Structure

The ho· -pass ive is discussed in Chen (1972) based on Fi l lmore.' s

(1968) case grammar. An example of such a passive structure where the

Agent must be specified, either fully or partially, is (1):

1. ci t - c igq
One - CL

n iau
cat

ho·
give/let

ka.
bite

"A cat was bitten by a doq ,!'
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However, we bel ieve that the khl-construction where the Agent is

optional is also a passive sentence. This is exemplified in (2):

2. Th~' - kTa khl
Rabbit-offspring go

(cua)
snake

k'a s1'
bite- die

10.
PRT

"The rabbit was killed (by the snake)."

So is the tioq-construction where the Agent is not specified, as exem-

p I i f i ed i n (3):

1\

Ie -:- " tioq thng.3. Hir. - glnna
that-CL chi l d strike seal d

"That ch i I d twas} scalded."
got

We propose that passives have an underlying structure as depicted

ho' 19ive/let l

in (4):

4. 5

»<.
NP:x 5 I

~
NP. Pred. P

Ipre~NP

/

I
51'

NP~d.P---------Pred NP.
I

tioq 'strike '
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The initial noun phrase (the logical object) of a passive sentence cor

responds to its grammatical subject. 1 The underlying structure (4) can

account for all three passive sentences. For the h~· -passive (1), we

have the underlying structure (5):

5. 5

-------------NP:x SI---------NP. Pred. P, ~
Pred NP

I
5"

~
NP Pred. P
~

Pred NP.
I

I
cit-ciaq nL3u
one-CL cat

ho·
give/let

k~u
dog

ka
bite

IIA cat was bitten by a dog. 1 1

For sentence (2), the underlying structure is (6):



6. 5

......---------NP 5'
~

NP. Pred. P
I ~

Pred NP

5' 1

~
NP Pred. P
~

Pred NP.

I'
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Tho· - kTa
Rabbit

khf
go

(cua)
snake

ka - s1
bite-die

"The rabbit was ki lIed by the snake ;!'

and for sentence (3), the underlying structure is (7):

7. 5

~NP:x 5 I

~NP
Z

Pred. P
i ________

Pred NP

5"
~

NP
3

Pred. P

~
Pred NP.

II

" / ¢. "Hit-Ie glnna
that-CL chi ld

tioq
strike

thng
scald

"That child got scalded. 11
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In the tioq-passives, the Agent is unspecified. This is indicated by

a 0 for NP3 in (7). However, for the Agent to be unspecified, it must

be known information to the addressee, known from the context prior to

the utterance (3) or even much earl ier. Both speaker and addressee

know the referent of the Agent NP. Semantically, an Agent is impl ied

here, as well as in sentence (8):

8. Ah Beng v chia t ioq fti~n -Chia} 10·ng.e
Ah Beng (Mod i f ier car strike elect;ic-car hit

Marker)

"Ah Beng1s car got [ 1:e Iec ~ ric ca r } h i t ;!'

where the form with an Agent expl icitly mentioned is unacceptable,

while the one without an expl icit Agent is acceptable.

The situation is quite different for the he· -and khi-passive con-

structions. In contrast to the tioq-passive construction, which has

an unspecified Agent, the ho--passive requires an Agent, as shown in

9. Ah Beng
Ah Beng

..,
e

(Mod i f ier
Marker)

chia
car

he
give/let

Ah Poh
Ah Poh

"sue
wash

chTng-khr.
clean

"Ah Beng1s car was cleaned by Ah Pch.!'

where the Agent Ah Poh is specified and stressed, indicating that it is

the new information.

The khl-passive construction is not as clear-cut as the he--

passive or the tioq-passive as far as Agent status is concerned. While
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the tioq construction does not specify the Agent and the ho· construc

tion does, the khl construction is not restricted to one or the other .
..

In other words, the Agent is an optional element in the khi construc-

tion, as shown in (10):

10. cit - ciaq
one - CL

kiie - kTa khi
ch icken go

ka - si.
bite-die

"A chick was killed (by the cat)."

The underlying structure (4) also takes care of passive sentences

with topics, such as (11):

11. Hit le
that - CL

lang,
person

i ho'
he give/let

'"cua
snake

ka - st.
bite-die

"That person, he was killed by a snake."

which is represented in a tree diagram (12):

12. S

--------------NP:x S I

~
NP Pred. P
I ---
x Pred NP

clla
snake

Hit-Ie I~ng
that-CL person

i
3 p , p

ho'
give/let

5"--------NP Pred. P

./"...
Pred. NP

I I
ka - si

bite - die
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In (12), the subject noun phrase of the passive structure 5' is a

variable bound by the topic NP (the highest NP node in (12), and shows

up in surface structure as a lexical pronoun I (third person singular

pronoun) •

1.2 Predicates and Passives

In discussing passives, it is important to look at the predicates

that can occur with them. Our findings are based on data we have at

present.

It appears that Adversative predicates2 allow the passive con-

struction. Within the class of adversative predicates, there are sub-

classifications, for example, Resultative Predicates occur with the

ho·- and khl passives which require an expl icit Agent, while Non-

resultative Predicates which do not require an ex~licit Agent occur

with the ti5q-passive construction, as shown in the branching diagram

below:

Adversative Predicates

Resul tat ive
I

[+Agen t]

,
khi I go '

1.2.1 Adversative Predicates

Non-resultative
I

[-Agent]

t i oq "s t r i ke I

By "adve rsa t ive predicates ll we mean those verbs that denote
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adverse results or effects on the Patient, e.g. lo-ng-phu~ Ibroke l in

sentence (13) below:

13. Cit - te
On~ - CL

..,,,
ua

bowl

{

hO-} Ah Beng
give/let Ah Beng

khi
go {

lo- ng- Phua .J
hit-broke

'~bue

sell

IIA bowl was {broken] by Ah Beng .11

so Id

where the Patient crg Ibowl I is the referent that undergoes the action

of the verb lo-ng-ph~a Ibreak l
• A non-adversative verb like bue Isell I

is not acceptable in a passive construction. However, if the verb bue

"se l l ' is modified to reflect an adverse result, as in (14):

14. Cit - te
One - CL

-I'ua
bowl

ho
give/let

Ah Beng
Ah Beng

bue
sell

.., /.
pang-g I.

cheap

I'A bowl was so I d cheap by Ah Beng."

the structure is a good passive construction. To "sell something" is

not adversative, but lito sell it cheap" is a loss to the seller or

owner of the bowl.

1.2.2 Resultative versus Non-resultative Predicates

The semantic classification of verbs into Resultative and Non-

resultative differentiates the ti5q-passive from the ho-- and khl-

passives. Generally speaking, the passive construction that requires

an expl icit Agent, that is, the ho·-passive, and that which has an

optional Agent, the khi-passive, take Resultative verbs, as in (15):
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this- CL

'=' ,..glnna
chi ld

he'
give/let

lui-t~n
thunder

kTa-tioq.
affrighted
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"This child was frightened by the thunder."

The adversative predicate kTa lafraid' is not a resultative predicate

hence it cannot occur in the hO·-passive. However, if the resultative

morpheme tioq Ito be..•. ed' is suffixed to the predicate kla 'afraid'

as in the word kTa-tioq 'affrighted', the predicate has a resultative

meaning and it can be used in both the he'- and khl-passives. This

fact is made clearer with a non-adversative predicate, e.g. si~ 'write'

in (16):

16. Cft - tTli phue ho' Ah Beng
this- CL 1etter give/let Ah Beng

~ .... ""sla.
wri tet ." k~ cin ph~i thrs.)sla

write till very bad hear .

liThe letter was
twritten

written } by Ah Benq.!'
in poor taste

where the ho· construction is ungrammatical with the predicate si&

'write' but not if a resultative phrase k~ crn ph~i thfa-"' in poor

taste/poorly' follows it. 3

The ti5q construction, on the other hand, does not require a

resultative predicate, as shown in sentence (17):
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this- CL

~ 1\glnna
chi Id

tioq
strike

\

chflaq , ]
startled

*chuaq-tioq.
has been startled.
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liThe child f was startled 1 II

lhas been startled. J

where the resultative predicate ch~aq-tioq 'has been startled' is

unacceptable but the non-resultative chOaq 'startle' is allowed.

1.2.3 Accidental Action

Another dimension that is significant in our discussion of the

"tioq-passive on the one hand and the hoo- and khi-passives on the

other is the notion of accidental occurrence of an action in the former

but not the latter. Predicates that involve accidental action or

action that is beyond anyone's control, such as ]oong Icoll ide with',

chQaq 'startle', etc., occur with the tioq-passive, as shown in (18)

below:

18. Ah Beng e
Ah Beng (Modifier

marker)

chia
car

t ioq
strike !

l~ongo J
co 11 ~de

*sue.
wash

"Ah Beng's car got ( hit. } 'I

l *washed.

which has a tree structure (19):
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S

-----------NP:x S'
~

NP Pred. P
~

Pred NP
I

S"
~

NP ?red. P
~<,

Pred NP

I I
Ah Beng e chia
Ah Beng I scar

x tioq
strike

10·ng
hit

Here the predicate is 10·ng 'hit/coIl ide with', which refers to an

action that is unexpected and beyond the control of the car driver. A

predicate I ike sOe 'wash ' refers to an event that is controllable and

del iberate, and involves some planning ahead of time. The types of

predicates that can occur in passives are the adversative action verbs

that are restricted to Patients. We will now consider the three forms

... ...
ho-, khi, and tioq that we have treated as higher predicates .

1.2.4
...

The Status of ho·, khi, and tioq

The status of these forms discussed in relation to the three kinds

of passive sentences is open to debate. They are homophonous with the

main verbs hoe 'give, allow, let ', khl I go ' , and tioq ' strike,.4

Chen (1972) treated hoe as the Agentive preposition in ho·-passive

sentences. 5 We treat them as verbs for various reasons. First, their

semantic similarity with homophonous verbs are too close to ignore.

Secondly, they can be negated. Thirdly, there are other forms in the
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language that are all homophonous with verbs, for example in differen

tial comparisons (Cheng, 1979:46) the form pt is used, as exempl ified

in (20):

20. Ah Bee
Ah Bee

~
pi

measure
Ah 1m
Ah 1m

....pu I.

fat

"Ah Bee is fatter than Ah Im."

Another form is ki~m, as exemplified in (21):

21. Ah See
Ah See

in
her

ang
husband

.....
la

rather

....cue
many

hue.
years

"Ah See is a lot youn;"o.:r than her husband."

Yet another form is ke, also used in differential comparisons, as

shown in (22):

22. Tua '=' ke .... be chit hue•CI s 10

big - sister add younger sister seven years

'IOlder sister is older than the younger sister by seven
yea rs. II

~ A ~The forms~, kiam, and ke correspond to the verb forms ~ 'measure l
,

kigm I reduce I, and ke I add I •

In yet another context--the Degree (or Extent) Complement, (Cheng

1979:64) the forms k~ IV k~u are used, as exempl ified in (23):
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Ah Bee

chie
laugh

ka
till

pa t- to'
stomach

t~ng.

hard
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"Ah Bee laughed till her stomach ached."

which is semantically related to the verb form k~u 'arrive l
• All these

forms show that there are fairly consistent semantic relations in other

syntactic contexts besides the passives. The weight to the evidence

seems to favor treating he', khl, and ti5q as verbs.

Finally, if simpl icity is a virtue at all in grammars, treating
, ..

the forms ho·, khi, and tioq as verbs will contribute towards a simpler

gramma r.

"-
1.2.5 Semantics of ~, ~, and~

"-
As main verbs, he', khi, and tioq have a number of semantic fea-

tures, some of which are similar and some not so. It is important to

isolate the features that are common to all three to understand their

function in passive constructions.

Passives involve the foregrounding (Keenan & Schieffelin, 1976) of

the Patient (the entity that is affected by another entity capable of

acting) in a sentence. With this in mind, we see that the Patient is,

as it were, exposed to the Agent1s action--the Agent being any entity

that is capable of affecting the Patient with an adverse result. As

the Patient must be capable of receiving such adverse actions, what we

see in fact is a transfer of something from the Agent to the Patient.

"-
The semantic features of he', khi, and tioq involve such a transfer of

action from Agent to Patient.
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H~· as a main verb means (1) give and (2) allow, let. The first

meaning involves a giver and a receiver. The second meaning is not too

remote from the first meaning of "give ll if we extend our imagination to

incorporate "rece lver: in the second meaning. If someone allows some-

thing to be done to him, he is actually allowing himself to receive the

action. Impl icit in the predicate he· 'give ' is also the notion of

completion of the transaction. You cannot give and still retain what-

ever you have given away, for it involves surrendering something so

that it can be possessed by another.

As for tioq 'strike ', which is literally lito strike" and lito

receive" taken as one single action, it is I ike receiving an unsol icit-

ed gift. Although no Agent is specified, there is semantically an

Agent involved. Instant completion of a transaction is also implied .
...

Finally, for the predicate khi I gO' , though the notions of "giver"

and Ilreceiverll are not part of its meaning, there is, nevertheless, the

idea of completion of an action. The notion of "gift ll imp! ied in the

predicate he· 'give l is somewhat clearer, but when we get into tioq and
,

khi, which is somewhat less obvious, it is not unreasonable to extend

the notion to a special usage and to view the gift involved as lithe

6effect brought about ;!'

1•3 Cone 1us ion

We claimed that there are at least three types of passive struc-

ture, namely the he·-passive, the khl-passive, and the tioq-passive,

which are complex structures having hd·, khi, and tioq as higher pre-

dicates. The subjects in all three are semantically the Patient.
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In the hoo-passive, the Agent must be fully or partially specified; in
,

the khi-passive, the Agent is optional, and in the tioq-passive the

Agent is unspecified. We also examined the predicates that can occur

with these passives, and conclude, at least for now, that they seem to

be related to adversatives ones, with h~·- and khl-passives taking

Resultative adversative predicates and tioq-passive taking the non-

resultative adversative predicates.
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Notes: Appendix A

1 Reasons for treating initial noun phrases as subjects rather
than topics have been given in the dissertation.

2 There are, however, a few non-adversative verbs I ike 018
'praise ' and pan-can 'assist' which also occur with the passive struc
ture but it is restricted to the ho·-passive.

3
to me.

am indebted to Professor Robert Cheng for pointing this out

4 Tioq cannot be translated by a single word in English. The mor-
pheme ti5q in Hokkien embodies the action of striking and receiving all
merged-rnto one. They are not perceived as two separate actions but as
one.

5 Cheng (1974) also treats Taiwanese ho· as a verb. For a discus
sion of Mandarin be; as a higher verb, see-chu (1972).

6 Professor Roderick Jacobs (personal communication).
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APPENDIX B:

ADDITIONAL DATA

1. L~n a
we al so

khua
see -

tioq
Resultative
morpheme

... ...po-cua
newspapers

ke· ng be·
say a certain

cT t-le
one-CL

cheng-l ien
youth

Hii
come

':' "c r-sat .
self-kill

(Tape 1.18)

I~e have seen in the papers that a certain youth committed
su ic i de. !'

2. M~-Iai-a
Malaya

""...SIU

think
k6·ng

say
i

3 p.p

/1l''''''' __
t la-t i oq
surely

b6
not

cai-tiau
able

thang
can

tui
from

" ,cit-le
this-CL

Ki~t-lan-tan
, Ke I antan

" ,hit-peng
that-place

kh'l'
ascend

",e.
Modal PRT

IIMalaya thought that (the enemy) would not be able to enter via
Keiantan. 1I

3. T
He

khl
go

cha
find out

khua
see

h1't-ki
that-CL

cheng
gun

...
s i

ASSERT

"": .....
C I-CUI

whose

;'e.
Modifier

marker

"He went to investigate the ownership of the gun. 1I

4. Chu-cu .... cai khua chat-~
... sim-mTqal lo·ng

house-owner I ike know see robber use what

mlq-kTa- .... sS- thau khll l ,glau
thing pr l se lock-head open

liThe owner of the house wants to know what the robber used to
prise open the 10ck. 11



5. GOa
I

~ ":"c I-t ,a
forbid

i
3 p.p

bue-sai
cannot

ciaq.
eat
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"I forbade him to eat."

6. ~ ~C, t r s I,

this-time

h6· k- 1m.
happy-sound

h""....c la
invi te

1iet-ui
those assembled

hien-khiii
fl i p-open

Lo· -ka
Luke

(Tape 1.40)

"Ar this time, (I) invite you to open to Luke's qospe l ;!'

7. Lau-pe
old-father

chui-pi~k
urged

in
his

kT'a t ioq
son must

...
1in

confess

..,
cue.
sin

"(The) father urged his son to admit his s In ;!'

8. Gua
I

'" ':'to·ng-.
agree

boq
will

i
3 p.p

kh1
go

chue
find

Ah See
Ah See

ceo
sit

"I agreed to go with him to visit Ah See."

9. I
3 p.sg.

cTng-ciek
struggle

boq
will

thang
can

~ .tlt-tlOq
receive

th~u-pang.

loosen-release

IIHe struggled to be free."

10. " "uri-cun
consented

b$q
wi 11

kh1
go

ka- T
for-him

bQe
buy

'" h'"mng-p 10.

door- ticket

III consented to buy his ticket. II

11. GOa
I

hT-bo·ng
hope

baq
wi11

khl
go

Tng-kS·k
England

l ~ h'"1- eng.
travel.

"I hope to travel in England.'1



12. p$-16
Paul

kien-kuat bBq
determined will

kr~-Gan
walk-finish

i e
3 p. P Mod i fie r

marker
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I , '"o·-theng.
journey.

"Paul determined to complete his journev.!' (Tape 2.6)

13. Hau-tla
school-head

ho'
give

l~ng

people
uaq-uaq

a I ive-a live

... ...
chut-kh i .
out-go

"The school Principal was forcefully pressured by people to
leave."

14. Ah Poh
Ah Poh

ho·
give

lang
people

phue-phlng.
cri t ici ze

l'Ah Poh was criticized by people."

15. ~ 1'-Cit - e
this-CL

c m- t TO
state-head

hOe
give

lang
people

k6'ng
say

ph~i

bad

,
ua •

words

liThe head of the state was spoken disparagingly of by people."

16.
...

hit-pau
that-sack

bt
rice

...
khi
go

niau-chu
rat

khue
gnaw

phua.
broken

"Our sack of rice was gnawed by ra t s ;"

17. K~q-pi~q
d ivi de-wa I I

" ~teq-Sl.
crush-die

chu
house

h7t-le
that-CL

lau I~ng
old person

khi
go

chi)
house

"The next door old neighbor was crushed dead by the house ;!'

18. GOa e hua-phun
,

k@u-kl~ l~· ng-phua.khi
I Modifier flower-vase go dog-child hit-break

marker

"My flower vase was broken by the puppy."



19. i
3 p.p

tioq
receive

cheng
gun-shot

I iau
CPLTV

... 'tma-sl
also

..,
e

can
k8q

st i II
chaq
dive
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loq-khI.
down-go

"After it got shot, it can still dive downwards ;" (War Tape, 7)

20. " -Ie " b'l- kharn
..,

h~ .... ... ~Hit teng- In e t Iq-pan ma-s I
that-CL top-face cover Modifier steel-plate also

marker

t ioq khang.
receive holes (War Tape, 16)

IIThat piece of steel plate covering the top also got hi toll

21. ~ I'Cit - e
this-CL

phue
letter

~

5 i
Assertive
morpheme

" -pueq-geq
eight-moon

..
1i-cap

two-ten
s~-1Tt

three-day

d-kh1'
early-get up

."sla
wri te

,
e.

Modal PRT (Tape 11. 1)

IIThis letter was written on the morning of the twenty-third day
of the eighth mont h.!'

22. cit -tiG
this-CL

phue
letter

kia-ITt
today

s i ij- t i oq.
received

"This letter was received today.1I

le-tT-kut e te-hng
v

lang ...23. Po - s i cue
Pulau Tikus Modifier area Assertive people most

marker morpheme

hua-hl tua
..,

khia ke khii-h iak.e
happy reside Modifier 1ive fami ly area (Tape 11.2)

marker

"PL:1au Tikus is the place most desired by people for residential
purposes. 1I



24. Chau
bad

hi
ear

'"e
Mod i f ier
marker

hi-khang
ear-hoi e

."CIU

then
khtii
open
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1i~u.
CPLTV

"The deaf one's ears were opened. 1I (jape 11.22)

25. I
...

CTq-ki~t ." th~u khlii 1iau.e CIU

3 p , p Modifier tongue then loosen open CPLTV
marker

"His tongue was loosened .11 (Tape 11. 22)

26. Hit -t1'Li t6·-Ga, cit-Ie b6 chiG ... lange
that-CL painting one-CL no hand Modifier person

marker

... ...ua e.
paint Modal PRT

"That painting was painted by a man with no arms ;!'

27. In cio- ng cl't-1 e -. ~ tT thau-kak IV. b*ta I-C I, a 1- In,
they PTM this-CL matter in head-shell ins ide-face

I" khua khaq khLii
...

(Tape 1.49)al kh i ,
come see more open go

"Within their minds, they considereci th~ matter with more
openness. II

p~ng-s~k.

1eave- Resu1tative
morpheme

28. L~n

we
ti~k-kh~k

should
tioq
must

bBq
will

c ie· ffg
PTM

1an
we

e
Modifier

ma rker

cue-8·k
sin

"We should discard our s Ins ;!'



29. "" ... 1\ Ala-Io·-sat-Ieng
Jerusalem

""e
Modifier
marker

I~ng

people
boq
will

ci5·ng
PTM

c1t-le
this-CL
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i6-tua
waist-belt

e
Modifier
marker

cO-I~ng
lord-person

" ,.anne
like th i s

khQn-pak
tie

khi
up

lai.
come (Tape 2.5)

liThe people of Jerusalem will tie up the owner of this belt in
this way.11

30.
...
M-thang

don1t
ci6·ng

PTM
cit-I~

this-CL

... "I i-I u
chi Idren

""e
Modifier
marker

,.",.
pia

bread

ho·
give

k~u
dog

ciaq.
eat (Tape 11. 25)

1100 not throw the children's bread to the doqs ;!'
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APPENDiX C:

TEXT - PORTIONS OF A CONVERSATION AND NARRATION OF
JA~ANESE INVASlON OF MALAYA DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR

The text in Appendix C is a sample of spoken HGThua. It consists

of portions of a conversation between the writer1s sister, Dr. Geok Oon

Chan, and father, the late Mr. Kim Soon Chan, about the Japanese inva-

sion of Malaya during the second world war. The writer's father grew

up in China and at seventeen years of age, emigrated to Malaya (now

Malayasia) where he I ived until his death at age sixty-nine.

Some influence from the popular languages I ike Malay and Engl ish

is inevitable in a multi-lingual environment. For instance, in this

conve,sation, the Malay word tapl 'but' is used in line (37) and the

Engl ish word motor-car is rendered as but-tut-k~ in line (48). But

on the whole, the sample given here is an authentic representation of

the language. An English translation follows the text.
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Portions of a Conversation and Narration of Japanese Invasion of Malaya
During the Second World War

C. I iau I~ng
/'0. ,.. " -:- lang ..... an-cua peq-s I m

and people why hundred-surname people don1t

'"
,

boq '" kaq-l iaucai i ti-si caq, tioq
know he when will bomb a II receive

hQt-1 ien- kang bo
... ..

bo khaq " cau?i -p i , - ca
suddenly no prepare no more earl y run

F. Tak-e
each one

w "'!ma-sl
also

cit-1Tt
one-day

ke
cross

cit-ITt.
one-day

T5-loq
where

'"u
exi st

w

s i
(Assertive
morpheme)

w ,

i-p i
prepare

.
e.

(Moda I PRT)

5
-....

SIU

th ink

TTa-t ioq
surely

k8'ng
say

i
he/they

v
e

can

...
u

exist

lai
come

'?a.
(Quest ion
marker)

U
did

"I ~l-p I.

prepare

I
he

" "cing-hu
government

ma-si tua
also big

v ..
i -p i .

prepare

/'0. w

Hit-si
that time

1\gua
I

tU.!l
stay

Kiau-Sio-ng
Keow Seong

e
Modifier
marker

w

S j ,

time
~

PRT
~ '"Clt-o

this-kind
-:- "clng-hu

government

t~q

(PRGSV)

,
tua
big

/'0.coq
bu i Id

1\ '"hit-o
that-kind

phau-tai
ammunition shelter

I a,
PRT

cit-le
this-CL

/'0.

A
PRT

10 to'ng-kTm
now

" .-I in-l ang
you-people

khl
go

w 'tma-sl
al so

- .-pe-cun
fly-ship

kbq
st ill

po'
field

w

u
exist

...
m

NEG

loq.
st ill

-5 i
(Assert ive
morpheme)

'7" '"pl-a
side

koq
still

w

u
ex i st

loq?
st i II

C. Hn'g.



F. Hia
those ,

...
s i

(Assert i ve
morpheme)

"gua
I

...
e

Modifier
marker

chiu
hand

khi
go
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15 "coq
bui ld

.-
e

Modal PRT.

1\

A
PRT

h" · ~aI-pI
sea-side

1a,
PRT

Ie
CL

Bv A .-atu Maung
Batu Maung

lo'ng-co'ng
al I

tua-ph~u

big-cannon
phau-ta i

ammunition shelter
e

Modifier
marker

e
Modifier
mark~r

thiq
steel

...
e

Modifier
marker

a,
(Pause
marker).

hft-le
that-CL

..
m

NEG

..,
- si

is
khl
go

C~ hA ...Ing- u u
Government did

" "co e.
make Modal PRT

i hit-Ie
3 p.p that-CL

,.,,,
la

also

tua v ~ Ciauu-p I.

big prepare follow
...

kO'ng phaqto-s i
that is say fi ght

cTt-l~

one-CL
t~q

(PRGSV)
... ".e-sa I

can
k8q

st ill

....
a,

(Pause
marker)

... ..
i-pi

prepare

- "cit-Ie
one-CL

chun
leave

J\
a

t i 11
20

tui
face

tui
face

tui
face

kOi cap e
few ten one

e tQi~kho·ng.

can face-fight

- .;In-ui
because

i
3 p.p

tua
stay

tT
at

phau-tue
shelter

lai-bln
inside

khua
see

chut
exit

l~i ,
come

1\a
PRT

kT-kuan - cheng
mach ine - gun

tT he
at there

A

A
PRT

i
3 p.p

....
s i

(Assert ive
morpheme)

lai-b~n
inside

IO'ng-co'ng
all

phaq
fight

... ~
r-p I

prepare

chflt
exit

c1't-l~
this-CL

25 tua-phau
ammunition shelter

tua
big

10'
road

tui
from

10'
road

~ "clt-peng
this-side

tit-tit
straight-straight

~kh i,
go

khl
go

1\
a

till
kau

reach
Siam.
Siam

T
3 p.p

""...SIU

think
kS'ng

say
tui
from

Siam
Siam

.A
cia
then

."cia
then

11p
enter

Ma-lai-a.
Malaya

C. Hn •.•
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F. So ... ... i i toq ... ':' " "an-sng m-si an-ne a.
not expect 3 p, p 3 p.p however not I ike this PRT

30 So' - i ..... e " i to-51clan-ceng a,
therefore war Modifier (Pause 3 p.p actually

marker marker)

Mg-lai-a
Malaya

~oJ

SIU

think

..e ,
Moda I PRT

ITp-ti~m
weak-point

tiau
capable

khl'
up

e
Mod i fier
marker

--.car-
able

hlt-peng
that-side

be
not

ha.
PRT

tTa-ti5q
surely

t io· ng-ko' k
center country

ki~t-Ian-tan

Kelantan

i
3 p.p

v
u

have

cl't-Ie
this-CL

h'=' '"It-peng
that-side

k6'ng
say

tui
from

to-Ioq
where

-:' ....
In-UI

because

t il l ,
from

11
you

khua
see

thang
able

35 ha i -1'ng
sea-waves

i
3p.p

h
~ ,
It-peng

that-side

tui
from

Aua
come near

phian-phian
unexpectedly

tui
from

khang-kho'
hard

"a
(Diminutive
morpheme)

tua nL Lu ,
cun

big PRT you ship

bo
w ..

i i-pi
3 p, p did not prepare

crn
very

tap i
but

" ':'so· - I

therefore
1.3,
PRT

.,
khr,

get up

A ..
hit-peng

that-s ide
"kh i .

get up

c. I
3 p.p

w

si
is

k
A •
U I

which
geq

month

..,
e

Mod ifier
marker

/
si?

time

F. 40 Sue
not

...
ki-t iq

remember
I i~u.
CPLTV

h'" " tua
...

/ '" 10 caiC. I ai-eng 5 i n i-thau
3 p.p sea-waves big (Assert ive year-head you know

morpheme)

"- ni-thau k~p '"be? a n i-bQe.
Q-Morpheme PRT year-head and year-ta i I



F. So.
No

T
3 p.p

....
la

also

~

s i
(Assert ive
morpheme)

bo,
no

bo,
no

bo
no

" ....so' -ca I ,

place
bo
no
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45 e
Modifier

marker

h8
good

"ua
near

.... .... ..... bo boe i-sa i teng 1rs- ke so' -ca I , -
Modifier place no cannot step on-land
marker

" .... 5$·- ~ bo '" .. tuiso'- ca I. I i i-pi
place therefore 3 p.p no prepare from

h?t-p'fn
that-side

...a.
PRT

"A
PRT

i
3 p.p

'" ...i-pi
prepare

18'ng-ca'ng
all

~

s i
(Assertive
morpheme)

,., I'

1io- k-lb" h~-cia 10- , kgpcit-Ie
this-CL land-way fire-vehicle road and

but-tut-kg 10'
~ { Crt-Ie IO'-pTcit-pin.

motor-car road this-side this-CL road-side

crt-Ie
this-CL

...
a,

(Pause
marker)

18'ng-c8'ng
all

U
exist

crt-Ie
this-CL

ph~u-tai

ammunition-shelter

... ':'
U-pl

prepare

50 t@q
PRGSV

h" h... ·t eng-t a I.

wait

C. hm

F. la tak-e 1Tm-sTm cin ~'" kT'a ka t~qcia
and every-one suddenly very true afraid if PRGSV

1\ k8'ng 1Tp-pfln " <oJ

ph~q 1" . iteq - a na a I,

PRGSV say Japanese- (Diminutive if fight come 3 p.p
morpheme)

k$'ng tfa-t ioq bo thang tui -khd· ng ".e.
say surely no able face-fight Modal PRT

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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55
... caq-tan ~\., -- ...

timC. I lo·ng tla-tloq s i
3p.p use bomb-she II surely (Assertive sink

morpheme)

'"e
Modal PRT

klii-c iaq
whole-CL

" '"caq-tan
bomb-explosion

F. I
3 p.p

.. -:m-sl
not

...eng
use

loq
descend

khl
go

..a,
PRT

,
a.
PRT

i
3 p, p

Pe-cun
fly-ship

io· ng
use

....cal
carry

pe-cun
fly-ship

" '"caq-tan
bomb-explosion

la.
PRT

"A kui-ciaq
PRT whole-CL

" "an-ne
I ike this

lo·ng
crash

k5'-chia phau
high-shoot - cannon

caq-tan a,
bomb-sound PRT

,
e.

Modal PRT

e
Modifier
marker

...
ko· ng, "" .na-si na-sl

if say if

bo hQat-to' thang
no means-thinking can

lai hal-hOi ..a,
come fa r-far PRT

to ph~q i
....
e

can fight 3 p.p can

T
3 p.p

Lu
you
...

s i
(Assert ive
morpheme)

PRT

...a.

i
3 p . p

e
Modal PRT

i
3 p, p

"ua
near

...
khi
go

i
3 p, p

60 loq-kh i
descend-go

t ioq
receive

I iau.
CPLTV

C. 65 Li~u
,'\ #OJ" pe-cun T~-be kau be phaq hoean-cua

and why fly-ship not-yet arrive cannot hit give

i loq
... ... '. la.khi pat.-u I

3 p, p descend go other-place PRT

F. e. Lu tioq I iau i ma ""
,..

loqe caq
Can you rece i ve CPLTV 3 p.p also can bomb descend

...
T e hO'ng h'" chau " '"khi. - 10'ng tu-tu

go 3 p.p Mod if ier direction-facing adjust exactly
marker
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hS Ia, .,1 hul-huY ha, IG t ioq chengslang-a
good PRT 1ike far-far PRT you receive shot

J iau ma-s1 v k8q /\
Joq

..
70 e caq khi.

CPLTV also can st i II bomb down go

c. 1\ "-

An-ne
1ike th is

...
s i

(Assertive
morpheme)

cin
very

khuai
fast

l'a.
PRT

..
Ja i v ..- " kuanF. Ha. I e s i a, pe cin

yes ;; p.p come Modifier time PRT fly very high
marker

la, "
..

I~. Su i -I ien
..-

caq Joq khi s i t ioq
PRT bomb down go PRT Al thou,gh (Assertive receive

morpheme)

~ha...
PRT

75 Oh, '" kuan I i~uC. i 5 i cin tit-tit
Oh! 3 p, p (Assertive very high then straight-straight

morpheme)

loq Hi i '?a.
down come Q-morpheme

F. So- -1' i b6 huat-t~- thang the- h6'ng la.
therefore 3 p, p no way can emphasize-protect PRT

"- hi nn"'g ./\ to loq
...

I igu tioqA - claq khi
PRT that two CL fall down go CPLTV just

k1-cai i bueq 10. T tui Ki~t-Jan-tan
free 3 p.p des i re PRT 3 p.p from Kelantan

80 kh~ "'- /\ .., ...

kui
;. v,-sua, so- pi-pan nl e

ascend-mountain whatever prepare how many years Modifier
marker

,
h~ '" h' ". ..

ca i khai kuico i -e p au-tal m
make that CL bomb-shelter don't know spend several



Uan cjian bo
completely no

.....lo·ng.
use

cheng
thousand

phau,
shell s

ban
lO-thousand

(laughter) bo
no

137
...

ka-I iau bo ... cit '"a, pang nng
PRT all no release one two

,
cit nng

..
pang ching.

Iet off one two gun

i tui tang hai-hua
3 p, p from east sea-coast

h
I) ~

85 It-pin
that-side

khf
get up

1.3 i.
come

C. Liau
then

i thau
3 p. p head

cft-ITt
one day

w

s i
(Assert ive
morpheme)

..-caq
bomb

I , ?a.
PRT

,
cTt-ITtF. Ha. la thau i 1''' , Penang ...al a,

yes and head one-day 3 p , p come Penang PRT

Pat-Ie pho-thau Ian ... -, la. I la im-cal
other-CL place-head we don1t know PRT 3 p .p come

I\. ... --: ...
tai-seng lai ....caq e s I , s i caq

bomb Modifier time (Assert i ve first come bomb
marker morpheme)

90 pe-cun
fly-ship

po'
field

~ oJ.

In-UI

because
i

3 p, p
pe-cun

fly-ship
po'

field

oJ

U

have

- ".pe-cun
fly-ship

.. -,m-cal
don I t know

po
field

I' ._
oq-clu

Australia

tai-seng
first

tho·ng-kun.
a i r--ml l I ta ry

- ".pe-cun
fly-ship

b6. T
no 3 p . p

e
Modifier
marker

..,
e

Modifier
marker

"u
have

10
you

ho·
give

k~p
and

... .-oq-clu
Austral ia

eng-kB· k
England

H1t-sl
that-time

clt-Ie
this-CL

...caq
bomb

teng-I i5'· k
step on-land

ki~t-Ian-tan
Kelantan

uaq-tang
a I i ve-mo'vt::

s iang-ka
1 ike

hB
good

i
3 p.p

.'"cia
then

..
a,

PRT

T tui
3 p.p from

I i~u
CPLTV

i
3 p.p

."I a
so

Ia,
PRT

10
you

I i~u
C?LTV

Bo
if not

la.
PRT

kun
near

bue
cannot

h~ 1"It- e
that-CL

~
95 Cln

enter



~ ...clt-peng
this-side

- ...pe-cun
fly-ship

~ .-
C I t-peng

this-side

...
e

can
khl
go

Acaq
bomb

i
3 p.p
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n l ,
PRT

1'0

A
and

Plnang-su
penang-island

v
e

Modifier
marker

lang
people

..a,
(Pause
marker)

gO'ng -go·ng
stupid-stupid

.e.
Modal PRT

ThTa
hear

tioq
(Resultative
morpheme)

e
Modifier
marker

"!- -rsla - 1m
sound-tone

ti6q
therefore

100 k$'ng
say

1\teq
PRGSV

Acaq
bomb

- ".pe-cun
fly-ship

po'
field

O' ,
PRT

,
uo,

PRT
d3k-e

everyone

loq
descend

khl
go

kuan-n~ 
official

k~k
corner

khua
see

kuan-na 
official

kak
corner

v
e

Modifier
marker

1c3ng
people

k~
therefore

cat
full

1\

khi
up

Gua
I

""ma
al so

...
khi.
go

Taq
cycle·

kha-taq-chia.
bicycle

C. Khua
see

e
can

t ioq
RESULT

'?a.
Q-morpheme

F. 105 E.
can

- ".pe-cun
fly-ship

po'
field

,.. .-
hit-Ie

that-CL

-:--sla
sound

ma-s1
also

cin
very

.""cia
true

kin.
near

Loq
drop

khf
go

1 i Su
CPLTV

'"a,
PRT

ien
smoke

tioq
just

cheng
shoot

c.

khl lai
go come

!<.e - k~ng

cross-stream

10.
PRT

v
e

Modifier
marker

- .-pe-cun
fly-ship

po'
field

I "' ?a.
PRT

F. H3.
yes

Ke k~ng
cross-stream

v
e

Modifier
marker

pe-cun
fly-ship

po' .
field

Ke - kang
cross-stream
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110 cia
then

.,;

u
have

tho'ng-kun
air force

e
Modifier
marker

pe-cun
fly-ship

po' .
field

" ""Cit-pin
this-side

t ioq bo.
just no

C. Li~u
A N" lu-Iang koq bo kfa h~?an-cua

and why you-people st i I I no afraid Q-morpheme

Koq " 1\ '" khtia.ka cau khi
st i I I dare run go see

m-bat
have not

tioq
just

m - cai.
don I t know

1\toq
so

1:3. LG
PRT you

cian-ceng
war

gO'ng-go'ng
stupid-stupid

Tioq
just

w

s i
(Assert ive
morpheme)

115 kTng-k~ tioq
gone through-(Resultative

morpheme)

F.

(laughter)

Sio'ng-sun
Seong Soon

kO'ng,
say

~kip
urgent

,
a,

PRT

....
A

and

"gua
I

khua
see

I iau
CPLTV

sl-kiO'k
t ime-s i tuat ion

k8'ng,
say

or .,. ...
c/n-cla

very

1\gua
I

tioq
must

tat-Ie
every-CL

khui
open

tioq
just

khlii
open

hO'ng-ko'ng
protect-air

tho'ng
hole

h~,

PRT

I i~q

hide from
pe-cun

fly-ship

~e,
Moda I PRT

tho· - kha
earth-under

u,
PRT

gua
I

k8'ng
say

be khi:ii
no open

cTt-khuan
one-kind

" .-hi t-s i
that-time

120 Ian
we

hit-Io
that-type

a,
PRT

thl'q-sua,
steel-thread

h'l' I'
I-e

that-CL
gOa - bin

outside-face
...

s i
(Assert ive
morpheme)

ITp-pun-a
Japanese

.,;

e
Modifier
marker

.A "':'-t,am-Sla
time

...a,
(Pause
marker)

cit-Ie
this-CL

...... -clan-ceng
war

e
Mod ifier
marker

.A ':'-t I am-s I a
time

th1q
steel

1-keng
already

bue
cannot

I iau,
CPLTV

tak ui
every place
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bue
cannot

la l , Ig
come and

khi bue
go buy

h'l' ..,
1-0

that-type
h~i-tGe
sea-under

e
Modifier
marker

125 tien - sua
electric-thread

cTt-khuan
one-roll

c'T t-khuan,
one-roll

"a
PRT

la i
come

- 1"upueq ,
str ip you

~ A
c lnq-hu

government

kun-po'
mil itary-division

cft-Ie
this-CL

cai
know

...,o·ng.
use

o. Pileq
no stri p

" ",Cit-Ie
this-CL

1iau
CPLTV

ho'
give

I io' k
land

kun-po'
mi 1itary
-division

theq
take

khl
go

... '" " hi~-e
... bo I iau10'ng e. A co

use Modal PRT PRT those-CL make not finished

'" kui khan
A

ko' ng 1u-lang
...

e, - dip gua khi
Modal PRT several ten roll I say you-people go

130 ka
", . u.

,..
na 1~lii th iap-th iap UI A

PTM 3 p.p pi 1e-p i 1e surround PRT PRT if come

.., -: lu
,..

15q khl J,..~ ¥ khang-Iai.e Sl cau III-e
Modifier time you run descend go that-CL hole-inside
marker

'"A
PRT

kui
some

~phi
sheets

-:- ,..
thlq-pan,

steel-plate

'l' ",clt-peng
this-side

t5'ng-kfm
now

rna
also

ITt, tl boq' "Iai "caq
day about to come bomb

ITt, " ." ,.. ... khlgua cia pun-sin
day I then myself go

thfq-pgn
steel-sheet

... yma-sl
a l so

" ..teng-bin
above-face

h* h'"It-p I

that-sheet

i kham
3 p. p cover

e loq Ia.
can get down PRT

.... .... co.m-mal
don't want do

iO'ng
use

ding
PTM

tioq
just

,..
a

and

1.3ng
person

chu-tfG
house-site

U,
exist

Tn-lang
they-people

- '"cit-Ie
one-CL

khT
go

koq
st i II

cit
one

to-tu
exact Iy

cit-ITt
one day

h1t-cit
that-one

.",

9 1a
carry

..co
do
,

ceng
before

ke
cross

tl-le,
exist

koq
st ill

e
Modifier
marker

... ..
M-mai

don't want

cit-ITt
one day

'"135 t i
at

chut
extend

chia,
hand

g
PRT

Tn-l.~ng
they-people

.,..c,a
then

"ua
go-near

khi,
go

khl
go
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... .... "-

'" kui "-140 chau, khi co. A koq paq pau
move go make and still several hundred sacks

th6·-thua ka '" . , . ~ ':' "i UI, UI, t i pi - a
earth-coal PTM 3 p.p surround surround at side (Diminutive

morpheme)

" ,.
khuan ...an-ne na.

1ike this style PRT

C. Tho·-thu3
earth-coal

e
can

taq
flare

kh7 lai
up come

ma,
Q-marker

F. Sue. Th6·-thua bue taq
,

Th6·-thuae.
No earth-coal cannot flare Modal PRT earth-coal

145
.... .,.. e toq

,
Caq-tans i s ;5 cIa e.

(Assert ive burn then can f1 are-up Modal PRT bomb
morpheme)

loq khl bo k8'ng hiaq khuai toq '"e.
descend go no say so fast flare-up Modal PRT

C. Li~u,
then

"'.UI

surround
I iau
CPLTV

v
u

did

....lo-ng
use

01
Q-marker

OJ "seng-guan,
Seng Guan

...a,
(Pause
marker)

150 cit-Ie
one-CL

nn"'9 - e
two - CL

sio-ng-sun,
Seong Soon

ITt
day

thau
head

,.. -
hit-cit

that-one

,..
caq

bomb

A
PRT

,..
A

PRT

CTt-1e
one-CL

.,
10' ng.
use

U
did

.~nla.
only

I i~u
CPLTV

lang
persons

/.
UI

surround

nng - e
two -CL

A
PRT

U.
yes

F.

cit-lit
one day

"caq
bomb

- '"pe-cun
fly-ship

pO' ,
field

te
the

11
second

lit
day

tioq
then

cn'g
squeeze through

ktn-k7n
quickly

in-lang
they-people

,..
caq
bomb

loq
down

pho-tue
town-below

...
khi,
go

.."
i rau
CPLTV

10.
PRT

le
into

lai-bln
ins ide-face

loq
down

"cau
run

khl.
go



Gua
...

~ lang i~ boq
...

-bin loq khi,
outside-face Modifier people al so want down go

marker

155 ... bo
... oJ -b Tn. " Iecng loq, t i gua Si

squeeze through no down at outside-face die at

gt'la '"-bin.
outside-face

C. Oh •••

" hit-Ie " ... kham hlt-IeF. A teng-bin e
PRT that-CL above-face cover Modifier that-CL

marker

h~ " t ioq khang.t Iq-pan ma
steel-sheet also receive hole
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6 1\ ..
C.1 0 Teng-bin

above-face
kham
cover

I i~u
CPLTV

"" ",1'0an-cua
how

...
e

can
loq?

get down

F. Chun ':" .- lang
..,

loq u. Hlt-eclt-e e
leave one-CL person can get down PRT tha t-CL

.. w

khaq tua kh~an
...

Koq cTt-khuanm - s i no.
not-(Assertive more big roll PRT st ill one-roll

morpheme)

w 1\ • t'lt tua kui 10 w ~
,..

khame-sal e lang. A
able can stay severa I CL Mod i f ier people PRT cover

marker

c i t-pua khl 1" . u, a chun cTt-pua langal
one-half go come PRT PRT leave one-half person

165 .. ...
eng 15q kh l ,

squeeze through down go

c. Liau
and

7-lang
they-people

1\ "'''an-cua
why



eng
squeeze through

F. Sio'ng-sun
Seong Soon

..
eng

squeeze through
clt-khang,
one-hole

cTt-khang,
one-hole

.. .-
nng - e
two - CL

v .-seng-guan
Seng Guan

b6
no

t:
5 I •

die
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Portions of a Conversation and Narration of Japanese Invasion of Malaya
During the Second World War

C. Then the people ... Why do the people not know when the bombing

will take place--all were suddenly not prepared--did not escape

earl ier?

F. 5 Everyone I ived from one day to another. Why would they think they

would come? (They) did make preparations. Surely (they) must

make preparations. The government also made a lot of prepara-

tions. At that time, when I was with Keow Seong, the government

was involving itself in the construction of bomb shelters (even

10 now chose still exist. You still see them along the road to the

airport, don't you?)

C. Yes.

F. Those were all constructed under my supervision. And along the

15 coast, the steel structures for the bomb shelter at Batu Maung,

weren't they all made by us? The government did make a lot of

preparations. According to their preparation strategy, it is said

20 that should the fighting go on till only one (man) is left, that

one can stil I fight against several. That is because he remains

inside the shelter and looking out with his machine gun, shoots

25 out. And (the government) prepared these bomb shelters al I along

the main road from Kedah over here, all the way to Thailand. They

thought (the enemy) would enter Malaya by way of Thailand.

C. Yes.

F. (They) did not expect that it wasn1t going to be I ike this. There-

30 fore in a war, they see where your weak point is. Malaya thought

that they (the enemy) would surely not be able to land in
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35 Kelantan, because over there, the China Sea has strong waves.

Ships find it difficult to sail close to the shore, therefore they

did not anticipate and prepare for a landing O~ that side. And

the Japanese, contrary to expectations, entered from that side.

c. Which month was that?

F.40 (I've) forgotten.

C. The waves are high at the beginning of the year, do you know? At

the beginning of the year, and at the end of the year.

F. No. There is also no place--no place that 1s suitable for ships

45 to come close and for landing. Therefore they did not prepare for

a landing on that side. All the preparations were along land

routes, r~ilway lines, and roads for motor-cars here. Along these

50 roads, the bomb shelters were all ready, waiting.

C. Yes.

F. And everyone were suddenly afraid, for it is said that if the

Japanese came, it is certain there will be no defense.

Note: A section about the two aircraft carriers guarding the Gulf of
Siam which the Japanese sunk has not been included because of certain
inaudible portions.

C. 55 If bombs are used, surely they must sink.

F. They didn't use bombs. They used airplanes that dived right down,

60 The aircraft carried bombs and the entire plane crashed down. If

they use bombs, they will not be able to come close (to the air-

craft carriers). When it is still far away in the distance, the

anti-aircraft shells can hit it.

C. 65 And so why couldn't they hit the planes before they come near?
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F. 70 Yes, they could. Even if they are hit, they will also nose-dive

down.

C. It must be verv fast then.

F. Yes. When it comes, (it) fl ies at a great height and dives down.

Although hit ...

C. 750h! It is at a very great height and comes straight down, is

that it?

F. Therefore it is impossible for them to protect in advance. And,

since those two carriers sank, it's up to their (the enemy·s)

80 desires. Because they landed in Kelantan, all that had been pre

pared over so many years and at the cost of I don1t know how many

thousands of dollars, were not used at all. Not one cannon or

shot was fired. (They were) totally unused. They entered from

85 the east coast.

C. So the first day they bombed (the place)?

F. Yes. The first day they came to Penang, other places I do not

know about; when they came to attack, it was first to attack the

90 airfield because at the airfield there were the Engl ish and

Austral ian air force. (At that time, I don1t know if the

Austral ian air force was there.) They first attacked the airfield

95 to immobilize your planes, then they wil I find it easy to enter;

otherwise after they land in Kelantan, the planes here can go and

attack them. And the people of Penang island were stupid. Hear

100 ing it said that the airfield is under attack, wow! everyone went

down to see! The Esplanade was jammed with people. I too went.

Rode (my) bicycle (there).
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C. Can (you) see anything?

F. 105 Of course. The shelling of the airport sounded very near too.

After (it1s) dropped, smoke shot up.

C. It's the airfield across the channel?

F. Yes. The airfield across the channel. It is only across the

110 channel that you have the air force base. Over here there is

none.

C. And how is it you people aren't afraid? (You) still dare to go

and watch?

F. 115 (We were) just stupid. You haven't experienced a war before,

hence (you) don't know. And seeing that the (pol itical) situation

is urgent, I told Seong Soon, I said, "Everyone is building air

raid shelters" (to hide from air attack--underground one). I said

120 "because we did not build, outside are some of those iron wires",

(at that time, during the Japanese occupation, during the time of

war, no steel could be imported, everywhere it's not possible to

125 import them, so (we) bought those coils of undersea cables and

stripped them, do you know? After stripping them, (we) gave them

to the army to use. The government's army took them for their

use.) And those leftovers, several coils--I said "You people go

130 and pile them up and if there is an air-raid, you run inside the

holes. And some slabs of steel plates (we stil I have them now-

the piece that was taken to the house construction site, (we)

still have it)--take that to cover the top, leaving a hole big

135 enough for one person to squeeze throuqh.!' Day after day, they

didn't want to do it; that day, the day before the attack,
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myself started to work on it and then they came near, to move (the

140 coils) to make (the air-raid shelter). And also there were

several hundred sacks of coal (which we) took and surrounded the

coils of cable I ike that.

C. Coal can burst into flames couldn1t it?

F.145 (It) cannot. Coal cannot burst into flames. You must burn it

before it will catch fire.

C. And so, after pil ing them all round, was it used?

F. Oh yes. After pil ing them, it was used. And that day, (there

150 were) only two persons. One was Seong Soon, one was Seng Guan-

two (of them) came. And the shell ing--the first day (they)

bombed the airfield. The second day (they) bombed the town. They

quickly ran inside (the holes), crawled inside. The people out-

155 side also wanted to go in, (but) did not succeed; (they were)

outside--(they) died outside.

C. Oh.

F. And the steel plate covering the top also got hit.

C.160 If the top is covered, how did they get in?

F. Only a hole big enough for one person is left. The cable coils

are big--one coil can accommodate several people. (You) close up

165 half of it and leave half for a person to crawl in.

C. And why do they ...

F. Seong Soon crawled through one hole; Seng Guan crawled through

one. Both did not die.
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